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ABSTRACT 

In addition to bradykinesia and tremor, patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD) are known to 

exhibit non-motor symptoms such as apathy and hypomimia but also impulsivity in response 

to dopaminergic replacement therapy. Moreover, a plethora of studies observe differences in 

electrocortical and autonomic responses to both visual and acoustic affective stimuli in PD 

subjects compared to healthy controls. This suggests that the basal ganglia (BG), as well as 

the hyperdirect pathway and BG thalamocortical circuits, are involved in affective process-

ing. Recent studies have shown valence and dopamine-dependent changes in synchronization 

in the subthalamic nucleus (STN) in PD patients during affective tasks. This thesis investi-

gates the role of dopamine, valence, and laterality in STN electrophysiology by analyzing 

event-related potentials (ERP), synchronization, and inter-hemispheric STN connectivity. 

STN recordings were obtained from PD patients with chronically implanted electrodes for 

deep brain stimulation during a passive affective picture presentation task. The STN exhibit-

ed valence-dependent ERP latencies and lateralized ‘high beta’ (28–40 Hz) event-related de-

synchronization. This thesis also examines the role of dopamine, valence, and laterality on 

STN functional connectivity with the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and the amygdala. The 

activity of these limbic structures was reconstructed using simultaneously recorded elec-

troencephalographic signals. While the STN was found to establish early coupling with both 

structures, STN-ACC coupling in the ‘alpha’ range (7–11 Hz) and uncoupling in the ‘low 

beta’ range (14–21 Hz) were lateralized. Lateralization was also observed at the level of syn-

chrony in both reconstructed sources and for ACC ERP amplitude, whereas dopamine modu-

lated ERP latency in the amygdala. These results may deepen our current understanding of 

the STN as a limbic node within larger emotional-motor networks in the brain.  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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG  

Neben Bradykinese und Tremor weisen Patienten mit Morbus Parkinson (PD) bekannter-

weise nicht-motorische Symptome auf wie Apathie und Hypomimie, aber auch Impulsivität, 

welche durch Dopaminersatztherapien bedingt ist. Viele Studien belegen außerdem Unter-

schiede von kortikalen und autonomen Reaktionen auf sowohl visuelle als auch akustische 

Reize bei Patienten mit PD im Vergleich zu gesunden Kontrollgruppen. Dies legt nahe, dass 

sich die Basalganglien (BG), und auch die hyperdirekte Verbindung sowie die BG-thalam-

okortikalen Schleifen, an der Affektbearbeitung beteiligen. Jüngere Studien haben Valenz- 

und Dopamin-bedingte Veränderungen der Synchronisierung im Nucleus subthalamicus 

(STN) von Parkinson-Patienten bei affektiven Aufgaben belegt. Diese Promotionsarbeit un-

tersucht die Rolle von Dopamin, Valenz und Lateralität in der STN-Elektrophysiologie mit-

tels Analysen von ereigniskorrelierten Potentialen (ERP), Synchronisierung und interhemis-

phärischer funktioneller Konnektivität. STN-Aufzeichnungen wurden von Patienten mit 

dauerhaft implantierten Elektroden für die Tiefenhirnstimulation während einer passiven 

Aufgabe abgeleitet, bei den ihnen Bilder mit emotionalen Inhalten gezeigt wurden. Der STN 

wies Valenz-bedingte ERP-Latenz und lateralisierte ereigniskorrelierte Desynchronisierung in 

‘hohem Beta’ (28–40 Hz) auf. Diese Dissertation untersucht auch die Rolle von Dopamin, 

Valenz und Lateralität bezüglich der funktionellen Konnektivität zwischen dem STN und 

dem Gyrus cinguli pars anterior (ACC) sowie der Amygdala. Die Aktivität dieser Strukturen 

wurde aus simultanen elektroenzephalographischen Aufzeichnungen rekonstruiert. Obwohl 

eine STN-Kopplung mit beiden Strukturen auftritt, war die STN-ACC-Kopplung im ‘Alpha’-

Bereich (7–11 Hz) und die Entkopplung im ‘niedrigen Beta’-Bereich (14–21 Hz) lateralisiert. 

Lateralisierung wurde auch an der Synchronisierung in beiden rekonstruierten Quellen und an 

der ACC-ERP-Amplitude festgestellt, wohingegen Dopamin die ERP-Latenz in der Amyg-
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dala modulierte. Diese Ergebnisse mögen das gegenwärtige Wissen vom STN als limbischem 

Knoten innerhalb größerer affektiv-motorischer Schleifen im Gehirn vertiefen. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Emotion and Parkinson's Disease  

Survival of an organism depends on its ability to recognize and act upon challenges and op-

portunities in the environment. Key to understanding the neural basis underlying these abili-

ties in humans is the total identification of the ‘survival circuits’ (LeDoux, 2012) in the cen-

tral nervous system that process the appraisal of external stimuli, their associated approach or 

avoidance responses, and reinforcement learning mechanisms. There is evidence that some of 

these circuits are conserved across vertebrates (Butler and Hodos, 2005; Swanson, 2002). 

Emotional processes like stimulus appraisal are encoded in circuits which receive input from 

sensory brain areas and send output to motor areas (Sander, Grandjean, & Scherer, 2005; 

Scherer et al., 2001), but such patterns of connectivity can be disrupted in the diseased brain 

(Argaud et al., 2018). Indeed, patients with Parkinson’s Disease (PD), a neurodegenerative 

disorder primarily associated with motor impairments, may experience hypomimia (Bologna 

et al., 2016), a condition characterized by an attenuation of gestural responses, despite the 

presence of a feeling like fear or joy. With non-motor symptoms of PD such as cognitive im-

pairment and autonomic dysfunction having reached the status of clinical relevance (Khoo et 

al., 2013; Duncan et al., 2014), a number of studies on affective impairments in PD have 

emerged in the last decade (Blonder & Slevin, 2011; Susuki et al., 2006; den Brok et al., 

2015; Kawamura & Kobayakawa, 2009; Dissanayaka et al., 2014; McIntosh et al., 2015; Lin 

et al., 2016), which suggests that the nuclei of the basal ganglia, or the modulation they exert 

via connections to other brain structures, may play a role in affective processing within lim-

bic or ‘survival’ circuits. Interestingly, PD patients show a diminished late positive potential 

compared to healthy controls when observing images with unpleasant content, which may be 

due to defense circuits being compromised in PD (Dietz et al., 2013). 

1.2. Parkinson’s Disease and its Neuropathology 

PD is the second most common neurodegenerative disorder, after Alzheimer’s disease 

(Dorsey et al., 2007; Alzheimer’s Association, 2014). While progressive death of dopaminer-
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gic neurons in the substantia nigra pars compact (SNpc) is considered the hallmark patholog-

ical feature of PD, abnormalities in other non-dopaminergic neurotransmitters also give rise 

to symptoms of PD (Kalia et al., 2013; Yarnall et al., 2011). PD patients suffer from disabling 

and progressive motor impairments which include bradykinesia (slowness of movement initi-

ation and decreased speed and amplitude of movement), an essential diagnostic criterion, as 

well as rigidity, postural instability, and tremor (Kalia & Lang, 2015). Due to a heterogenous 

symptomatology, subtypes have been proposed (Marras & Lang, 2013), although the most 

common division remains between tremor-dominant and non-tremor-dominant (also known 

as akinetic-rigid) symptoms. Age is the primary risk factor (Pringsheim et al., 2014), with 

incidence rates rising sharply at 60 and peaking at around 80 years (Driver et al., 2009).  PD 

is more prevalent in men than in women (3:2 ratio, De Lau & Breteler, 2006), and incidence 

in greater in Europe and North and South America than in Africa, Asia, and Arabic countries 

(Kalia & Lang 2015).  

Pharmacological treatments are highly effective at ameliorating motor impairments even if 

they do not change the evolving course of PD. In dopamine replacement therapy (DRT), pa-

tients are most commonly administered the dopamine precursor levodopa and dopamine ago-

nists, which are most effective at reducing bradykinesia and rigidity (Fox et al., 2011; Con-

nolly & Lang., 2014). DTR may generate disabling motor side-effects in patients, particularly 

at advanced stages of the disease, such as dyskinesia (Obeso et al., 2007) and fluctuations 

(motor and non-motor; Kikuchi, 2007). In particular, dopamine agonists can lead to impulse 

control disorders such as gambling (Santangelo et al., 2013) and hypersexuality (Klos et al., 

2005; Codling et al., 2015). In recent years, non-motor adverse effects of dopaminergic drugs 

have gained increasing attention and are consistent with the known role of dopamine in the 

reward system. Patients may exhibit hyperappetitive behaviors ranging from increased cre-

ativity and hobbyism to severe impulse control disorders including pathological gambling 

(Santangelo et al., 2013), hypersexuality (Klos et al., 2005), binge eating, impulsive shopping 

and reckless driving in addition to stereotypic behavior called punding (Markovik et al., 

2017), D2/D3 dopamine agonists have a higher risk of causing these abnormal behaviors 

compared to levodopa (Codling et al., 2015).  
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1.3. The Basal Ganglia 
 

The basal ganglia (BG) are subcortical nuclei that are highly interconnected and are thought 

to contribute to action selection, procedural learning, and motivational processes. The princi-

pal input structure is the dorsal striatum, with projections deriving from motor, sensory, cog-

nitive, and limbic cortices (Kemp and Powell, 1970; McFarland and Haber, 2000). The stria-

tum is composed of the caudate and the putamen and receives massive cortical and thalamic 

excitatory glutamatergic afferents (Mathai & Smith, 2011) in a functionally segregated fash-

ion: projections stemming from motor cortices terminate at the matrix compartment and those 

from prefrontal or limbic area at the striosome (Albin et al., 1989). In addition, the striatum 

receives dopaminergic afferents from the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc). Primary 

output structures in primates are the internal globus pallidus (GPi) and the substantia nigra 

pars reticulata (SNpr).  

The striatum is primarily constituted by two types of medium spiny neurons (MSN), which 

differ in dopamine receptor expression and  their projections’ targets (Gerfen et al., 1990; 

Smith et al., 1998).  D1-receptor MSNs are Gs-coupled (i.e., output-promoting) and project to 

GABAergic neurons in the SNpr and the internal GPi, whereas D2-receptor MSNs are Gi-

coupled (i.e., output-inhibiting) and project to the external globus pallidus (GPe). Dopamine 

has thus opposite effects on D1- and D2-class MSNs, though the nature of the classical BG 

pathways leads to both ultimately promoting movement (Albin et al., 1989). The direct path-

way starts with D1-receptor striatal neurons projecting inhibitory GABAergic axons onto the 

GPi, which contains GABAergic neurons and projects to the SNpr and the thalamus. The in-

direct pathway involves D2-receptor striatal forming inhibitory synapses onto the GPe, which 

in turn directs GABAergic axons onto the STN and the GPi. The STN is the only BG struc-

ture in these pathways that sends excitatory glutamatergic projections to other structures, 

namely the GPe (thus establishing a reciprocal connection; Loucif et al., 2005) and the GPi.  

What role do these pathways play? The BG, in particular the dorsal striatum, have been ob-

served to be involved in action selection and initiation during decision making (Balleine et 

al., 2007), where reward probability modulates the activity of striatal neurons (Kawagoe et 
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al., 1998) and dopamine-mediated changes in plasticity at the striatum are likely to underlie 

goal-directed learning (Kreitzer and Malenka, 2008). Specifically, a study using optogenetics 

to manipulate receptors D1 and D2 activation in mice during operant and place-preference 

tasks (Kravitz et al., 2012) found that activation of MSNs in the direct pathway is conducive 

to long-lasting reinforcement, whereas activation of indirect pathway, D2-receptor MSNs to 

short-lived punishment. In line with this, PD patients exhibit learning struggles when proba-

bilistic stimuli relating action to outcome are used (Poldrack et al., 2001), but are unimpaired 

when there is no such action-outcome contingency (Shohamy et al., 2004). 

1.4. The Subthalamic Nucleus  

Among the nuclei of the basal ganglia lies the subthalamic nucleus (STN), a biconvex lens-

shaped structure (Yelnik and Percheron, 1979) located ventral to the thalamus, dorsal to the 

substantia nigra and the cerebral peduncle, lateral to the red nucleus and the posterior lateral 

hypothalamic area, and medial to the GPe (Hamani et al., 2004). The STN-to-brain volume 

relationship is proportional in humans and non-human primates (Carpenter, 1982) and STN 

in cat, monkey, and human are densely populated by Golgi type 1 glutamatergic projection 

neurons (Yelnik and Percheron, 1979). GABAergic interneurons in the STN populate its me-

dial ventrocaudal region (Levesque and Parent, 2005). The human STN receives inhibitory 

afferents from the GPe through the subthalamic fasciculus, excitatory projections from the 

cortex via the hyperdirect pathway (Nambu et al., 2002) and from the thalamus, and modulat-

ing dopaminergic innervation from the substantia nigra (Hamani et al., 2004). STN efferents 

are glutamatergic and primarily arborize the GPe and GPi, although it sends projections onto 

both compartments of the substantia nigra, particularly pars reticulata, and to a lesser extent 

to the striatum (Hamani et al., 2004).  

The determination of functional subdivisions in the STN has been based on two inferential 

approaches. The earlier approach (Parent and Hazrati, 1995; Shink et al., 1996) relied on the 

parallel pathways model of the BG (Alexander et al., 1986), where motor, associative, and 

limbic corticostriatal afferents are followed by contiguous projections along the classical BG 

pathways that innervate virtually separate zones in the GPe, GPi, and STN. This tripartite 
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functional model divides in thirds the rostrocaudal and mediolateral axes. The limbic zone 

occupies the medial third within the rostral two thirds (hence ‘rostromedial’), the motor zone 

the dorsolateral portion of the two rostral thirds as well as the caudal third, and the associa-

tive zone the ventrolateral aspect of the two rostral thirds and a small ventromedial portion of 

the caudal third. The later approach appeals to cortical innervation of the STN via the hyper-

direct pathway by employing diffusion weighted imaging (Lambert et al., 2012) and antero-

grade tracers (Haynes & Haber, 2013). The limbic STN receives afferents in its medial zone 

from the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, the or-

bitofrontal cortex, and the amygdala. Overall, these two approaches’ results are comparable. 

Yet, evidence against an absolute functional segregation in the STN has accrued from histo-

logical, connectivity, and stimulation studies. Dendrites extend along the rostrocaudal axis of 

the STN and may cover two thirds of the nucleus’ volume (Yelnik & Percheron, 1979), thus 

potentially receiving innervation from different functional domains. Pallidosubthalamic pro-

jections are not entirely functionally segregated, for a portion of associative pallidal fibers 

also innervate STN motor aspects (Hamani et al., 2004). Fibers from the OFC, vmPFC, and 

ACC converge at the medial tip, while dorsal prefrontal cortex (DPFC) terminals overlap 

with those from area 6 (a motor region; Haynes & Haber, 2013). Finally, direct electrical 

stimulation at the anteromedial STN of two PD patients both ameliorated motor impairments 

and caused a hypomanic state (Mallet et al., 2007). Thus, the STN might be a site of func-

tional integration that can influence BG output structures with richer signals.  

In addition, cortico-subthalamic input, known to be faster than the polysynaptic direct and 

indirect pathways (Nambu et al., 2002), may filter out the proportion of suboptimal or inap-

propriate behavioral programs that are transmitted on the direct pathway (Haynes & Haber, 

2013). Beyond motor programs, other cortical areas, such as the rostral DPFC, which is in-

volved in perceptual decision making, may influence BG output via the STN (Bogacz & 

Larsen, 2011). Thus, the STN might belong to a response inhibition network (Zavala et al., 

2015), in which the medial PFC induces the elevation of decision thresholds (Frank et al., 

2015) in the STN when this prefrontal structures detects conflict that demands the gathering 

of more information before making a choice. The conflict can occur when two or more pre-

motor programs are released (Taylor et al., 2007), upon which prefrontal excitation of the 
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STN leads to the STN enhancing GPi inhibition of the thalamus, thus preventing movement 

until a corticostriatal signal is strong enough to effectively inhibit the GPi (Aron et al., 2016). 

Such a ‘pause’ function may come into play during other forms of cognitive processing, such 

as upon receiving a surprising stimulus. Indeed, unexpected stimuli do not only activate a 

cortical stopping system, as observed during a tone-paired imperative stimuli paradigm (Wes-

sel & Aron, 2013), but they can also be accompanied by an increase in local field potential 

(LFP) synchronization at the STN during a working memory task (Wessel et al., 2016). 

1.5. The STN and Oscillations 

The study of LFPs in the STN has contributed significantly to out understanding of STN 

function, largely due to high temporal resolution, which allows better tracking of cognitive 

processes. The denomination ‘local field potential’ refers to a measurement via a metal or 

glass electrode of the extracellular electric potential V that arises from the superimposed elec-

tric current contributions of a plethora of sources, with synaptic transmembrane currents, also 

known as postsynaptic potentials (PSP), being the most significant contribution (Búzsaki et 

al., 2012). Electroencephalography (EEG) is the superficial measurement of the same electric 

potential V that can be recorded at the scalp (Búzsaki et al., 2012). Both excitatory and in-

hibitory PSPs contribute to the measured LFP and the amplitude of the source is inversely 

proportional to the distance from the recording electrode (Búzsaki et al., 2012). A PSP is 

caused when a neurotransmitter binds to its corresponding receptor at the postsynaptic mem-

brane and leads to ionic currents from the extracellular into the intracellular space. An excita-

tory PSP increases the probability of an action potential, while an inhibitory PSP decreases it 

(Purves et al., 2001). Ionic currents at the membrane generate ‘sinks’ and ‘sources’. Conven-

tionally, the area where positive charges enter the cell body is a sink, whereas where they 

leave into extracellular space is a source (with opposite nomenclature for negative charges). 

Together, sinks and sources form dipoles. The geometry of a neuron as well as the spatial 

alignment of neighboring neurons determines the amplitude of their contribution to the LFP. 

Specifically, long dendrites and parallel alignment between neurons, which is the case of 

pyramidal neurons, create the conditions for high ionic flow, which in turn significantly alters 

the extracellular electric field (Búzsaki et al., 2012). If an assembly of such neurons have 
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membranes that fluctuate synchronously, their overlapping PSP will summate (Búzsaki et al., 

2012). Such rhythmic activity has been linked to cognitive processes such as attention, per-

ception, and memory (Jones et al., 2010; Sacchet et al., 2015; Kopell, Gritton, Whittington, 

Kramer, 2014). For instance, cortical and subcortical synchronous or rhythmic activity in the 

theta (about 3.5–7.5 Hz) and alpha (about 7.5–12.5 Hz) bands has been correlated to informa-

tion encoding and retrieval, respectively (Klimesch, 1999), while cortical beta desynchroniza-

tion is observed during static motor control (Engel & Fries, 2010).  

An array of studies have grappled with the question as to whether the changes in extracellular 

current produced by these summations have causal or epiphenomenal significance. Evidence 

for the former comes from modeling studies showing a monotonic relationship between syn-

chrony and mean neuronal activity (i.e., synchrony leads to synaptic gain; Chawla et al., 

1999) as well as ephaptic coupling, which occurs when the extracellular field modifies a neu-

ron's transmembrane potential (i.e., its excitability), thus impacting spike timing (Anastassiou 

et al., 2010). Integration of information from different sources can occur through syn-

chronous input onto the target of a functional network, as in predictive coding (Rao & Bal-

lard, 1999; Friston et al., 2015). Synchronous input takes place either due to oscillatory syn-

chrony or changes in plasticity, i.e. strengthening synapses, but the former is the more cost-

effective alternative (Búzsaki & Draguhn, 2004). Indeed, oscillations can promote plasticity 

that depends on spike-timing (Búzsaki & Draguhn, 2004). 

Thus rhythmic neural activity can serve physiological processes, yet synchrony may also im-

pair normal brain function, such as loss of consciousness during epileptic seizures or under 

anesthesia (Steriade, 2001). Cortical and subcortical rhythms that are detrimental for cogni-

tion can be both high-frequency spiking activity (as in in temporal lobe epilepsy, Yaari and 

Beck, 2002) or low-frequency, such as thalamic delta (about 0.5–3.5 Hz) and cortical theta 

(about 3.5–7 Hz) interensemble synchrony as in anesthesia (Sheeba, Stefanovska, & McClin-

tock, 2008). In the STN, pathological oscillations are thought to be responsible for bradyki-

nesia in PD (Engel & Fries, 2010). In particular, exaggerated synchrony in the beta band 

(about 13–30 Hz) may limit the diversity of processes in the STN, that is, it may oversaturate 

coding space in a maladaptive fashion (Brittain & Brown, 2014). Excessive STN beta arises 
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most likely due to cortical entrainment via the hyperdirect pathway in the higher beta band 

(20–30 Hz), which not only entrains an STN that in the dopamine-deficient state is uninhibit-

ed by the suppressed GPe, but also leads to dopamine-dependent non-linear correlations be-

tween low (13–20 Hz) and high beta rhythms (Marceglia et al., 2006; Brittain & Brown, 

2014). More moderate beta synchrony is, however, arguably physiological, since it could en-

able the blocking of multiple inappropriate motor programs that emerge in a given context 

(Kühn et al., 2004), and therefore STN beta synchrony may be best conceptualized as an 

‘immutability promoting rhythm’ (Brittain & Brown, 2014). Other faster physiological STN 

rhythms such as gamma oscillations (about 40–90 Hz) have been considered ‘mutability 

promoting’ by Brittain and Brown (2014) and ‘attention-related early stimulus encoding’ by 

Huebl and colleagues (2014), though slower STN rhythms in the alpha range have also been 

reported and may be associated with active retrieval of semantic memory (Klimesch, 1999). 

Alpha desynchronization during 1 to 2 seconds after the presentation of a picture has been 

observed to be higher for pictures with pleasant than with unpleasant content in PD patients 

in the medication state ON. Interestingly, the pattern is reversed in patients with low depres-

sion scores and in the medication OFF state (Huebl et al., 2014; Kühn et al., 2005; Brücke et 

al., 2007; Huebl et al., 2011). Such an enhancement of appetitive affective processing in the 

ON state (i.e., an approximation to the physiological state) could potentially play a role in 

BG-mediated positive reinforcement learning.  

 

Inter-hemispheric STN synchrony (or functional coupling, see see Varela, Lachaux, Ro-

driguez, & Martinerie, 2001) has been reported in the alpha (Darvas & Hebb, 2014) and beta 

(de Solages, Hill, Koop, Henderson, & Bronte-Stewart, 2010) bands. While it has been asso-

ciated to the resting state (Little et al, 2013), its functional role has not been demonstrated. 

Inter-STN connectivity probably arises from both nuclei being entrained by a common corti-

cal input (Litvak et al., 2011). Indeed, inter-nuclei coupling (as indexed by alpha coherence) 

decreases during movement (Talakoub et al., 2016). Inconsistencies with regards to correla-

tions with motor scores or dependence on dopaminergic medication states (Little et al., 2013; 

West et al., 2016) leave open the question as to whether left-right STN coupling might be 

physiological, pathological, or just epiphenomenal. 
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1.6. Deep Brain Stimulation  

Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is a well-established treatment for motor disorders pioneered 

by Alim Louis Benabid in 1987 (Benabid, Pollak, Louveau, Henry, & de Rougemont, 1987) 

which delivers direct electrical current into an appropriate target in the brain. Targets are 

identified through combined use of stereotactic coordinates and pre-operative magnetic reso-

nance imaging. The electrical stimulation occurs after setting patient-personalized parameters 

such as frequency, voltage, and pulsewidth and is delivered via an electrode implanted by 

neurosurgeons, which in turn is connected through a lead to an impulse generator. The neu-

rostimulator, which houses the battery source is implanted in the chest below the clavicle 

(Okun, 2014). Treatment is chronic (Kalia et al., 2013). DBS surgery is indicated for patients 

who experience drug-induced dyskinesia and disabling ‘off time’ (a period of time during the 

day when symptoms are not ameliorated despite drug treatment), but who nevertheless con-

tinue to respond to levodopa (Okun, 2012). Targets of stimulation vary by disorder, but for 

PD, the STN (Limousin et al., 1995) and the globus pallidus internus (Odekerken et al., 2013; 

Volkmann et al, 2001) have shown successful clinical outcomes with regards to improving 

UPDRS (Unified Parkinson's disease rating scale) motor scores (Okun, 2012) and quality of 

life (as quantified using the Parkinson’s Disease Questionnaire; Jenkinson et al., 1997). DBS 

is also being explored for the treatment of non-motor disorders such as major depression 

(Lozano et al. 2012), obsessive-compulsive disorder (Mallet et al., 2008), and treatment-re-

fractory anorexia (Lipsman et al., 2013).  

While the mechanisms that lead to positive clinical outcomes of DBS are still a matter of in-

vestigation, changes in plasticity, alterations of local and long-range electrophysiological and 

neurochemical states, and even neurogenesis an neuroprotection have been proposed (Her-

rington et al., 2016). Changes in plasticity may relieve interconnected brain regions within 

functional circuits from abnormal neuronal input, which could cause malfunctioning of the 

entire circuit. A PET study showed metabolic reductions in brain areas that are connected to 

the site of stimulation is modulated in ways that correlate with clinical response (Asanuma et 

al., 2006), and thus monitoring M1 and premotor areas MEG activity (Oswal et al., 2016) 

may improve success rates (Horn, 2017). As for affective side-effects of DBS, although there 
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are inconsistent results on effects on arousal and subjective feeling (Péron et al., 2013), 

deficits in recognition of emotional facial expressions (Biseul et al., 2005; Péron et al., 

2010b; ) and emotional prosody (Péron et al., 2010a) have been reported. The long-term ef-

fects of DBS remain to be understood, but there is evidence that it stimulates plasticity of, 

among others, limbic and motor functional networks (van Hartevelt et al., 2016). In addition 

to being a highly effective therapy, DBS affords scientists the opportunity to directly study 

the role of deep brain nuclei in human behavior by modulating the activity of the target nuclei 

in stimulation experiments or by recording neuronal activity from the implanted nuclei. This 

has led to new findings beyond motor neuroscience, such as causal evidence that the STN 

intervenes in the adjustment of decision thresholds (Cavanagh et al., 2011; Herz et al., 2018 ) 

as well as evidence for dopamine-dependent limbic processing across sensory modalities 

(Brücke et al., 2007; Huebl et al., 2014; Kühn et al., 2005; Péron et al., 2015) in addition to 

the lateralization of limbic processing in the right ventral STN (Eitan et al., 2013).  

1.7. Emotion Circuits in the Brain 

What is the neurobiological substrate of emotion? Scientists have posited different answers 

since the publication of Darwin’s “The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals” in 

1872.  A unitary or ‘one system for all emotions’ framework dominated for most of the first 

half of the XXth century. Walter Cannon and Philip Bard identified the hypothalamus as the 

center of emotion, modulated only by the inhibitory control of the neocortex (Cannon, 1927; 

Cannon, 1931; Bard, 1928; Bard & Rioch, 1937). A fully fleshed-out affective circuit was 

proposed by James Papez, who centered the thalamus as giving origin to two pathways, the 

‘upstream’ (towards sensory cortices, for ‘thought’) and the ‘downstream’ (to the mammillary 

bodies, for ‘feeling’) pathways (Papez, 1937). While some of the pathways in the Paper cir-

cuit do exist, some of its structures, like the hippocampus, do not seem to play an important 

role in emotion processing (Dalgleish, 2004). In 1949, Paul MacLean introduced a system 

that most closely resembles the current use of the term ‘limbic system’. He built on his pre-

decessors’ ideas and recent work by Kluver and Bucy on the affective implications of tempo-

ral lobe removal in monkeys (Kluver & Bucy, 1937). MacLean’s system was a ‘triune archi-

tecture’ (MacLean, 1970) composed of three evolutionarily successive tiers: the reptilian (BG 
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and striatum), the ‘old’ mammalian (prefrontal cortex (PFC), amygdala , and other Papez cir-

cuit structures), and the ‘new’ mammalian (neocortex) brains. However, while by and large a 

central contribution to affective neuroscience, some elements of MacLean’s system (anterior 

thalamus, hippocampus) have failed to garner evidence for their place in an emotion circuit.  

The common thread among these limbic system models is that different putatively basic emo-

tions (fear, surprise, anger, sadness, happiness, and disgust, to use the influential canon out-

lined in Ekman et al., 1983) share a common set of brain structures specialized for affect pro-

cessing. This unified model of affect has come under attack in light of the ample evidence for 

distinct circuits for different affective processes (LeDoux, 1996; Calder, 2001). Furthermore, 

whether there are basic emotions (and thus basic emotion neural circuits) has been questioned 

(Barrett, 2006; Barrett, 2007, LeDoux, 2012) due to the lack of convergence between differ-

ent theories on the number of emotions and the difficulties in matching emotions in animals 

to human emotions. In order to overcome semantic issues that lead to methodological prob-

lems, LeDoux proposed referring instead to ‘survival circuits’ which must be shared across 

phylogeny and serve mechanisms of “defense, maintenance of energy and nutritional sup-

plies, fluid balance, thermoregulation, and reproduction” (LeDoux, 2012). Thus, instead of a 

‘fear system’, there are different defense circuits for, e.g., responses to unconditioned (Pagani 

& Rosen, 2009) and conditioned (Johansen et al, 2001; Maren, 2001) stimuli. 

 

Hemispheric specialization neatly exemplifies the idea of distinct specialized affective cir-

cuits. Although sensory and motor processing were long known to involve lateralization, the 

different roles for each hemisphere in emotional processing only became the subject of study 

after Guido Gainotti proposed the ‘right hemisphere hypothesis’ based on differential effects 

of lateralized brain damage, where lesions in the right hemisphere lead to ‘unemotionality’ or 

indifference, whereas injuries sustained in the left hemisphere were associated with anxiety 

and depression (Gainotti 1969, 1972). More recently, the right hemisphere has been linked to 

activation of autonomic responses (Spence, Shapiro, & Zaidel, 1996), facial emotional com-

munication (Borod, Haywood, & Koff, 1997), and subconscious processing of emotion 

(Gainotti, 2012). A common approach to probe brain lateralization involves delivering visual 

stimuli to different visual hemifields. Using this method, Hung and colleagues (2010) argue 
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that the right amygdala receives rapid and slow (feedback) signals containing information 

about fearful stimuli via separate subcortical and cortical circuits, respectively (Hung et al., 

2010). Little is known about the possible hemispheric specialization of the STN for affective 

processing, although evidence from Granger causality analysis between the subthalamic nu-

clei showed a dominance of information flow from the right to the left STN during cued 

movement (Darvas & Hebb, 2014).  

 

What is the empirical evidence on STN connectivity with other structures involved in emo-

tion processing? Haynes & Haber (2013) employed anterograde tracers by injecting them in 

multiple cortices known to be linked to the hyperdirect pathway in macaque monkeys. The 

3D renderings of the projection fields showed fibers from the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex 

(dACC) accessing the STN at the rostral pole and terminating at the rostromedial pole of the 

STN; a comparatively small proportion of the ventromedial PFC (vmPFC) and orbitofrontal 

fibers also terminated at the medial tip, while most ended at the adjacent lateral hy-

pothalamus, a structure cytoarchitectonically similar to the STN. Functional connectivity be-

tween the STN and ACC has been reported in an MRI study investigating compulsivity (Mor-

ris, Baek, & Voon, 2017). In another study, diffusion tension imaging revealed a network 

connecting the STN to basolateral amygdala (Lambert et al, 2012). Further evidence for STN 

connectivity with OFC and the amygdala comes from a study combining psychophysiological 

interaction (PPI) analysis of fMRI and diffusion tensor imaging during an emotional prosody 

decoding paradigm (Péron, Frühholz, Ceravolo, & Grandjean, 2016). Finally, the STN is 

known to have reciprocal connection to the ventral pallidum (in rodents, Perkins & Stone, 

1980; in non-human primates, Karachi et al., 2005), which is identified as a significant output 

of the limbic circuit (Temel et al., 2005). 

1.8 Understanding the Limbic Brain through Affective 
Pictures 

At the most basic level, for an organism to survive it must be able to approach or withdraw 

from an external agent which may respectively support or threaten its existence. The neural 

circuitry underpinning our responses to aversive and appetitive cues has evolved from more 
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primitive forms and is shared across mammalian species (Lang, 2010). Early detection of 

cues relevant to survival can trigger feedback mechanisms which cause more attentional re-

sources to be allocated to sensory processing of subsets of relevant features, for example via 

re-entrant projections into the primary visual cortex (Keil et al., 2009). A two-dimensional 

framework (Russell, 1980) to study affect processing in the brain parses emotional informa-

tion into two axes, namely arousal (from high to low, representing stimulus intensity and is 

thus directly related to motivation per se) and valence (consisting of pleasant, unpleasant, and 

neutral, where each is associated to a mode of behavioral response, such as approach, with-

drawal, or no response). The Center for the Study of Attention and Emotion constructed a set 

of pictures (Lang, Bradley, Cuthbert, 2008) depicting scenes capable of eliciting a wide range 

of emotional reactions, from non-arousing (e.g. a glass) through mildly arousing (e.g. scared 

faces or babies) to highly arousing (e.g. erotic or violent scenes). Each pictures is associated 

to standardized arousal and valence scores based on ratings by cohorts of American college 

students. It is thought that the images can activate motivational circuits in the brain that 

would be responsive to actually rewarding or threatening stimuli (Lang, 2010). Scalp poten-

tials elicited by this stimulus set covary with autonomic responses such as skin conductance 

and heart rate (Cuthbert, Schupp, Bradley, Birbaumer, & Lang, 2000).  

A vast literature demonstrates that emotional pictures elicit brain electrophysiological re-

sponses such as short (100–200 ms), middle (200–300 ms), and long (>300 ms) latency 

event-related potentials (ERP; see review in Olofsson, Nordin, Sequeira, & Polich, 2008) and  

oscillatory activity in all the canonical frequency bands (see review in Güntekin & Basar, 

2014) as measured via EEG. Based on the previously discussed hyperdirect projections onto 

the STN originating in limbic structures and single-unit (Sieger et al., 2015) and LFP (Buot et 

al., 2013; Huebl et al., 2014) evidence of STN processing of emotional pictures, an investiga-

tion of the place of the STN within affect brain circuitry in PD was undertaken. First we at-

tempted to reproduce other groups’ results using ERP and time-frequency analysis on inva-

sive STN recordings obtained from PD patients during a passive picture presentation task.  

Patients participated both in the dopaminergic medication state OFF (after overnight with-

drawal) and ON (after administration of levodopa). Accordingly, we expected both higher 

ERP amplitudes and alpha synchronization in response to negative stimuli compared to neu-
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tral in the OFF state and higher ERP amplitude and alpha synchronization for pleasant pic-

tures compared to negative pictures in the ON state. Moreover, the right STN was hypothe-

sized to exhibit shorter latencies than the left STN for emotional pictures (and not for neutral 

stimuli) possibly through amygdala-STN connectivity connectivity. The second part of the 

analysis was devoted to STN connectivity with its hemispheric counterpart and with the 

amygdala and the ACC. To this end, EEG recordings were obtained at the same time as the 

STN recordings from the DBS electrodes and bilateral virtual amygdala and ACC channels 

were created by means of source reconstruction techniques. As mentioned above, these two 

structures are known to be involved in affect processing and their activation during para-

digms employing emotional pictures set has previously been investigated (Sabatinelli, Lang, 

Bradley, Costa, & Keil, 2009; Sabatinelli, Keil, Frank, & Lang, 2013; Albert, López-Martín, 

Tapia, Montoya, & Carretié, 2012). Based on evidence from motor studies cortical entrain-

ment of the STN in the high beta range, a corresponding coupling between the STN and the 

reconstructed limbic sources, with the expectation that such connectivity takes place at lower 

(alpha or low beta) frequencies due to these slower rhythms’ reported valence sensitivity 

(Huebl et al., 2014). Amygdala volume is reduced in PD (Harding, Stimson, Henderson, & 

Halliday, 2002) and its activation is modulated by dopamine in PD (Tessitore et al., 2002), 

thus impaired emotional discrimination as indexed by synchrony and connectivity measures 

was expected, particularly in the OFF state.  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2. Methods


2.1. Data Collection  

8 patients with PD who had been referred for DBS were recruited for the implantation of the 

ACTIVA PC+S (Medtronic) device at the University Hospital Würzburg, JMU Würzburg, 

Würzburg, Germany. The ACTIVA PC+S device not only delivers controlled electrical pulses 

at the STN like the ACTIVA PC stimulation device, but is additionally capable of recording 

and storing electrophysiological activity from the STN which can then be telemetrically 

downloaded into a tablet for offline processing. Details concerning the functional stereotactic 

surgical procedure are explained elsewhere (Steigerwald et al., 2008). Time elapsed since im-

plantation date was 3.5 ± 0.2 months and recordings for the experiment presented by this the-

sis were obtained between April and November of 2016. Dopamine replacement therapy was 

suspended overnight for at least 12 hours prior to the experiment. Specifically, levodopa was 

withdrawn overnight and the administration of dopamine agonists was halted about two days 

before the experiments. All participants were right-handed and gave their informed written 

consent for the study. Patients had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. More detailed pa-

tient information is presented on Table A1 in the appendix. The project was approved by the 

local ethical committee and was conducted in accordance to the Declaration of Helsinki. 

     

2.2. Recordings and Paradigm 

For each medication state, two sessions were ran for a duration of ~15min each, due to stor-

age constraints in the ACTIVA PC+S® device (Medtronic, PLC, Dublin, Ireland). Subjects 

simply sat passively on a comfortable chair in front of a table wearing a set of video glasses 

(Cinemizer OLED, Zeiss), whose prescription acuity settings were adapted to the individual 

subject’s needs by using two sample images that were not part of the stimulus set. These 

glasses create the impression of looking at a screen (105 cm diagonal) at a distance of 2 me-

ters. The video glasses were connected via an HDMI cable to a portable computer which ran 

Presentation® (Version 18.2, Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc., Berkeley, CA, USA, www.neu-
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robs.com ), a software specialized for stimulus presentation. The screen refresh rate was 60 

Hz. 33 pictures per valence (pleasant, unpleasant, neutral) were chosen from the International 

Affective Picture System (IAPS; Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 2008) . Brightness was normal1 -

ized with MATLAB and the Wavelet Toolbox (release 2016b, The MathWorks, Inc, Natick, 

MA, USA) by reading each image into an RGB variable, computing the mean and standard 

deviation for each color (red, green, blue), and, for each value of each of the three colors, 

subtracting the corresponding mean and dividing by the corresponding standard deviation. 

All values were subsequently multiplied by 60 and added 100 for images to be visible. Spa-

tial frequency (Delplanque, N’diaye, Scherer, & Grandjean, 2007) did not significantly differ 

between valence groups (all three pairwise comparisons p > .05). The stimulus set was parti-

tioned into two sessions with 16 or 17 items per valence. See Table 2.1 for mean arousal and 

 The selected pictures' codes were: 1022, 1303, 1390, 1411, 1540, 1600, 1630, 1722, 1726, 1811, 1

1945, 2102, 2332, 2352.1, 2372, 2383, 2393, 2493, 2598, 2730, 2770, 2800, 2900.1, 2981, 3005.1, 
3017, 3051, 3063, 3080, 3100, 3102, 3110, 3300, 3310, 3400, 4000, 4605, 4608, 4610, 4623, 4626, 
4631, 4659, 4664.1, 4670, 5199, 5210, 5471, 5531, 5534, 5621, 5740, 6230, 6250.1, 6263, 6311, 
6510, 6540, 6550, 6900, 7006, 7030, 7032, 7035, 7137, 7175, 7224, 7248, 7260, 7490, 7570, 7595, 
8030, 8060, 8080, 8120, 8185, 8186, 8210, 8370, 8400, 8470, 8490, 8492, 8497, 9000, 9040, 9265, 
9290, 9320, 9331, 9340, 9342, 9402, 9415, 9561, 9611, and 9630.
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Fig. 2.1 | Schematic of picture presentation paradigm. Pictures from the IAPS set were presented 
for 2000 ms. The length of the inter-stimulus intervals was pseudorandom within the range 700–
1100 ms and consisted of a fixation cross.
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valence scores. Arousal differed significantly between emotional and non-emotional pictures 

(p < .001) but not between pleasant and unpleasant stimuli (p = .70). Each picture was pre-

sented 6 times for 2 s with a randomly variable interstimulus interval within the range 0.7 to 

1.1 s (Fig. 2.1). During this interval a black screen with a white fixation cross was displayed. 

Stimulus order was pseudorandomized such that no picture appeared twice consecutively. To 

control for attention, a separate 'test' item (image 7490) was included in each session to ran-

domly occur 3 times, and subjects were instructed to say ‘blau' upon its appearance. At the 

end of the second session, subjects were administered their individual levodopa equivalent 

dose and waited 1 hour before starting the first session of the medication "ON" phase.  

STN-LFPs were bilaterally recorded at a nominal sampling frequency of 422 Hz from the 

electrode contact pairs (bipolar configuration) that were identified as being the most clinical-

ly effective during stimulation and where at least one contact lay within the STN, as observed 

on post-operative MRIs. STN-LFP recordings were amplified by a factor of 1000. EEG 

recordings were acquired by means of the EEG BrainAmp System (Brain Products, https://

www.brainproducts.com/) at a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz using a separate computer 

running BrainVision. The amplifier’s input impedance was 10 MΩ and the A/D converter ’s 

resolution 0.1 µV per bit. We used EEG caps with 128 Ag/AgCl sensors (EASYCAP GmbH, 

Germany) whose placement corresponded to the 5–10 System (Oostenveld & Praamstra, 

2001). FCz was used the reference electrode. EEG recordings were amplified by 1000. Pic-

ture presentation timing was fed from the computer running Presentation to the computer 

running BrainVision by connecting the ExpressCard port in the former to the parallel port in 

the latter. To synchronize STN-LFPs and the Presentation log file, a TENS (transcutaneous 

electrical nerve stimulation) impulse was delivered at the scalp over the ACTIVA PC+S® 

wire and an EEG electrode and on the neck, ~30s after the beginning and before the end of 
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Valence Arousal

Pleasant 7.32 (0.31) 4.10 (1.26)

Neutral 4.85 (0.38) 5.63 (1.11)

Unpleasant 2.37 (0.48) 5.75 (1.03)

Table 2.1 | Normative ratings of IAPS stimuli used in 
this study. Scale for both valence and arousal is 1–9, 
SD in parentheses.



every session. EEG and STN-LFP signals were synchronized offline using MATLAB, as ex-

plained in Canessa et al., 2016. Three EEG electrodes were removed from the cap in order to 

record electrocardiograms (ECG; F4 for subject wue06, FFC4h for wue03, FCC1h for the 

rest) and electrooculograms (EOG; FT8 and FT9, each placed bilaterally over the zygomatic 

bone area) for offline rhythmic heart beat and eye-movement artifact removal. 

2.3. Preprocessing 

Signals were preprocessed and analyzed offline on MATLAB using functions from the Field-

trip Toolbox (Oostenveld, Fries, Maris, & Schoffelen, 2011; http://www.ru.nl/neuroimaging/

fieldtrip) and custom scripts. STN recordings were downsampled to 400 Hz during the syn-

chronization process. Trials were visually inspected for artifacts and abnormal activity. Sub-

sequent preprocessing is detailed separately for each type of analysis. 

2.4. STN Event-Related Potentials 

Before segmentation into epochs, each continuous recording was highpass-filtered at 0.1 Hz 

with using an infinite impulse response (IIR) Butterworth filter of 4th order in a forward and 

reverse pass fashion to avoid phase delays. Epochs in the range [–0.7, 2.6] s relative to each 

stimulus presentation were extracted for analysis. The four datasets (two datasets for each 

medication state) were merged, and epochs were time-locked averaged by valence for each 

medication state and for each hemisphere. Due to the varying positions of the electrode con-

tacts within the STN relative to the locus of stimulus-locked activity, deflections of both po-

larities within overlapping periods can be observed on the cross-condition averages  of the 2

time-locked STN-LFP data (Fig. 3.1). Indeed, Buot and colleagues (2013) observed that not 

only the amplitude but also the polarity of STN potentials evoked by emotional pictures 

change as the electrode contact pairs descend, thus implying the generation of changes in po-

tential is localized at the STN itself (Buot et al., 2013). Based on the putative localization of a 

ERP generator in the STN, the fact that amplitude would be quantified using signed area (see 

 In this thesis, 'cross-condition average’ refers to the average across valence and dopaminergic med2 -
ication states.
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below), and the almost mirror-like behavior across the time axis of left and right STN time-

locked average waveforms for 3 subjects (Fig. 3.1, Table 2.2), time-locked average wave-

forms whose first large deflection was negative were reflected (‘flipped’) across the time axis 

for ERP analysis by multiplying waveforms by !  (Fig. 3.1, 3.2). In order to define the mea-

surement windows (MW), the inter-hemispheric cross-condition grand average was computed 

and then smoothed using a moving average filter with window length of 5 data points (corre-

sponding to 12.5 ms) to identify zero-crossings delimiting the two major deflections. Then 

the time points !  at which the signed area under each deflection can be divided into halves 

were identified. Finally, MWs were set at !  ms. Selecting MWs based on the grand 

average waveform across patients is an unbiased method to avoid circular inference since the 

grand average is orthogonal to any contrast (i.e., condition comparisons) involved in the hy-

potheses  tested in this study (Cohen, 2014).  

To quantify ERPs, amplitude and latency parameters were computed as follows. Signed area 

amplitude (SAM, Luck, 2014) was computed to measure amplitude, where positively and 

negatively signed areas were computed for the first and second measurement windows, re-

spectively. Midpoint latency (ML) was estimated via 50% fractional area latency (Luck, 

2014), where we selected the time-point at which the signed area within the measurement 

window reaches a given fraction of that area, in this case 50%. ML was chosen over peak la-

tency due to the former’s lower sensitivity to noise and the  latter’s equivalence to the mode 

of the distribution of single-trials, which is not normally used to estimate central tendency 

(Luck, 2014). Moreover, computer simulations ran in Kiesel, Miller, Jolicœur, & Brisson, 

2008, showed ML to be the most accurate way of measuring how onset latency changes be-

tween conditions or groups, compared to traditional methods. Since STN recording locations 

−1

ti
ti ± 150
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Table 2.2 | Patient ERP (‘flipping). Reflection (‘flipping’) across the time-axis 
of time-locked averages such that first large deflection is ‘up’ (positive) and the 
second ‘down’ (negative) in order to meaningfully perform group analysis. L = 
left STN, R = right STN.

Subject wue03 wue04 wue06 wue07 wue09 wue11
R no change flip flip no change no change no change
L flip flip no change flip flip no change



varied across subjects and hemispheres, the SAM of each subject, hemisphere, and measure-

ment window were normalized by the corresponding cross-condition average SAM. Normal-

ization aids in preventing disproportionate influence of measurements from an individual 

subject or subject’s hemisphere. 

        

All factorial analyses was carried out using R 3.5 (R Core Team, Vienna, Austria). For ERPs, 

three non-parametric 2 !  3 repeated-measures factorial analyses were performed on the am-

plitude and latency measures. To investigate dopamine and valence effects on STN-ERP, 

mean parameter values (amplitude and latency) of the same measurement windows were 

used. First, we collapsed the data via simple averaging across hemispheres to test dopaminer-

gic medication state (DOP, with levels OFF and ON) and valence (VAL, with levels UN-

PLEASANT, PLEASANT, and NEUTRAL). To test SIDE !  VAL, where SIDE has levels 

RIGHT and LEFT, data was collapsed across dopaminergic medication states. Finally, to test 

DD !  VAL, where DD stands for dopaminergic denervation and contains levels MOST DD 

vs LEAST DD, data was collapsed across dopaminergic medication states. In order to over-

come issues of sample size and non-normality (Shapiro-Wilk normality test, p > .05), the 

ARTool package for R (Wobbrock, Findlater, Gergle, & Higgins, 2011) was used to transform 

the data prior to performing 2 !  3 ANOVAs. ARTool facilitates nonparametric multifactorial 

analyses of repeated measures, unlike the Friedman test, which can only handle nonparamet-

ric tests with one factor. Alignment requires bringing observations sharing the same levels, 

i.e. a block, in alignment by averaging the mean response of the block and subtracting this 

mean from each response in order to obtain an estimated effect (Hodges & Lehmann, 1962).  

The effect estimate is added to its corresponding residual and subsequently ranked.  

2.5. STN Power Analysis 

For time-frequency analysis, each continuous recording was high-pass filtered at a 0.1 Hz 

cutoff with an IIR Butterworth filter of 4th order using a forward and a reverse pass. Epochs 

of [–.75, 2.6] s relative to stimulus presentation were then extracted and low-pass filtered at 

128 Hz with an IIR Butterworth filter of 4th order using a forward and a reverse pass, then 

each trial waveform was baseline-corrected by subtracting the mean baseline ([–0.5, –0.2] s) 

×

×

×

×
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value. Power was extracted by convolving the epochs with the hanning window using 0.5 s 

windows in 0.05 s steps.  

   

For statistical analysis, different approaches were used, namely a non-parametric permutation 

method to investigate power changes due to stimulus presentation relative to baseline and 

non-parametric factorial analyses to investigate effects of the factors mentioned in the previ-

ous section.  

 

Changes in power due to picture presentation, across all dopamine and valence conditions, 

were investigated via a permutation test comparing baseline (–0.5 to –0.2 ms) to activation (0 

to 2000 ms) across subjects for each hemisphere as well as after collapsing data across hemi-

spheres over the frequency range 3–45 Hz. This test was run on MATLAB and proceeds as 

follows (Cohen, 2014). For each condition an observed test statistic was obtained according 

to the following steps. Each subject’s cross-condition average time-frequency map was 

smoothed using a 2-D Gaussian kernel with ! . We first computed the observed, baseline-

corrected mean map by obtaining the decibel change from baseline of the subject-average 

time-frequency maps. A distribution of time-frequency maps is then created by randomly cut-

ting, shifting, and baseline-correcting the subject-average map 1000 times. A z-map is subse-

quently computed by subtracting the mean of the distribution from the observed mean map 

and dividing by the standard deviation of the distribution. In order to define clusters of signif-

icant z-scores, a threshold of p = .01 was set to exclude z-scores from the z-map whose abso-

lute value fell under 2.33 (the inverse of the normal cumulative distribution at ! ).  

We applied cluster-correction methods to correct for multiple comparisons. For this, we cre-

ated a distribution of maximum cluster sizes by selecting the cluster with the highest number 

of pixels from thresholded z-maps obtained from each permutation created above. A mini-

mum cluster size threshold corresponding to a p-value of .05 from the cluster size distribution 

is then selected to identify which clusters ‘survive’ the correction. 

 

Three non-parametric 2 !  3 repeated-measures factorial analyses were performed on the 

mean power values of regions of interest (ROI) identified by looking at the significant clus-

ters obtained through the permutation test of the bilateral cross-condition average spectro-

σ = 2

p = 1 − 0.01

×
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gram (which excluded wue03 due to highly artifactual left hemisphere recordings). As men-

tioned above, this unbiased method avoids the circular inference involved in selecting an ROI 

based on maximum difference between conditions that are then to be tested. The same factor-

ial configurations were used as for STN-ERP analysis. Data was collapsed as in STN-ERP 

analysis for the different factorial setups. Simple subtraction was subsequently used for base-

line correction, which involves subtracting for each frequency bin its mean power within the 

baseline period. This subtraction method has been shown to avoid introducing a positive bias, 

as with a percentage change approach, where event-related synchronization (ERS) and de-

synchronization (ERD) tend to be over- and underestimated, respectively (Hu, Xiao, Zhang, 

Mouraux, & Iannetti, 2014). 

2.6. Inter-STN Coupling 

Connectivity between the left and right STN was quantified by computing wavelet coherence. 

A wavelet is a function !  with zero mean, norm equal to 1, and centered around 

!  (Mallat, 2009). The first requirement, being a member of the set of square-integrable 

functions, implies that the dot product with other functions from the same set is valid. Wave-

lets can be discrete or continuous, real- or complex-valued. As in Fourier analysis, a time se-

ries !  can be convolved with a wavelet to obtain a different representation that permits 

time-frequency localization, i.e. to identify which frequency components dominate at a given 

time interval, also known as frequency decomposition. This operation is called a wavelet 

transform and is expressed as (Daubechies, I., 1992)  

!  

where the asterisk superscript denotes the complex conjugate, !  represents ‘scaling’ (recipro-

cal of frequency) and !  time. Let the cross-spectrum (a measure of spectral cross-correlation) 

of !  and !  be !  and cross-wavelet power !  (Grinsted, Moore, & 

Jevrejeva, 2004). The phase covariance between two time-series can then be examined by 

looking at their squared cross-spectrum normalized by their squared auto-spectra in what is 

known as wavelet coherence (WC; Grinsted, A. et al., 2004): 

ψ ∈ L2(ℝ)

t = 0

g(t)

Wf (u, s) := ∫ℝ
f (t)

1

s
ψ* ( t − u

s ) dt,

s

u

f (t) g(t) Wfg := Wf W*g |Wfg |
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!  

Thus WC is a measure of linear dependence between two signals that is a function of both 

time and frequency and is determined by their amplitude and phase. In practice, the numeri-

cal computation of WC requires the cross-spectra to be smoothed (Torrence & Compo, 1998). 

As in Fourier coherence, a WC value of 0 for the frequencies of interest means that the two 

time-series are wholly independent, whereas a value of 1 would indicate a perfect linear de-

pendence, i.e., one signal’s patterns can be predicted from the other’s. In this study, we used 

the complex-valued Morlet wavelet,  

! , 

where !  stands for dimensionless frequency (Torrence & Compo, 1998), is widely used in 

wavelet spectral analysis of electrophysiological signals (Klein, Sauer, Jedynak, & Skrandies, 

2006; Li, Yao, Fox, & Jefferys., 2007) due to its complex (which allows to investigate phase) 

and Gaussian (which gives a relatively smooth spectrum) terms. As with conventional coher-

ence, WC does not require the underlying time-series to be stationary (i.e., mean, variance, 

and other statistical properties do not change over time), a property that electrophysiological 

signals by and large lack. Coherence measures are extensively used to quantify statistical de-

pendence between two sources of activity, also known as functional connectivity (Friston, 

2011). Unlike effective connectivity, however, functional connectivity does not explain the 

source of the correlation. WC was computed using the wcoherence function (with ! ) in 

the Wavelet Toolbox of MATLAB. 

For statistical analysis, different approaches were used, namely a non-parametric permutation 

method to investigate changes in coupling due to stimulus presentation relative to baseline 

and non-parametric factorial analyses to investigate effects of dopaminergic medication state 

and valence. Changes in connectivity between STN due to picture presentation, across all 

dopamine and valence conditions, were investigated via a permutation test comparing base-

WC2
fg(u, s) =

|W* fg(u, s) |2

|Wf f (u, s) |2 ⋅ |Wgg(u, s) |2

ψ0(t) = π−1/4eiω0te−t2/2

ω0

ω0 = 6
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line to activation. DOP !  VAL repeated-measures tests were performed on the mean coher-

ence values of regions of interest (ROI), which were chosen based on the significant clusters 

obtained from a permutation test comparing baseline with period of stimulus presentation 

(see above), using the cross-condition average coherograms (coherence map) of each patient, 

except wue03 due to highly artifactual left hemisphere recordings.  

2.7. Source Reconstruction  

In order to investigate how external emotional visual stimuli modulate connectivity patterns 

between the STN and other brain structures involved in affect processing, LFP signals from 

such locations are required. To estimate the location and strength of electromagnetic activity 

in the brain that is reflected in EEG recordings, the forward and inverse solutions must be 

computed. Source reconstruction was performed using Fieldtrip functions. A solution to the 

forward problem is a matrix called the leadfield which is used to calculate scalp potentials at 

each EEG channel given a dipole moment at a given location in the brain. The computation 

of the leadfield requires a volume conductor model, a grid representing positions of dipoles in 

the brain, and EEG electrode positions. An anatomical atlas (AAL, Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 

2002) was used while creating the source grid to assign brain anatomical areas to subsets of 

grid locations. Electrode positions were manually realigned with the patient’s scalp surface 

using Fieldtrip’s interactive tools. The volume conductor model, or head model, can be com-

puted using the boundary element method (BEM), which assigns volume conductor proper-

ties to three head compartments (brain, skull, and scalp) by assuming that the conductivity in 

each compartment is isotropic (i.e., for each point, equal in all directions) and homogenous. 

The surfaces of each compartment are represented by closed meshes of triangles (surfaces) 

and each compartment is assigned a different conductivity (.33, .0042, .33 S/m, respectively). 

Compartment dimensions and segmentation are extracted from each subject’s MR scans. To 

obtain the electric potential at a scalp electrode caused by a dipole moment in the brain, it 

suffices to first compute its corresponding potential on the skin mesh and then project the 

electrode position onto the closest triangle of the skin surface/mesh to linearly interpolate the 

electric potential values of the three triangle nodes (Fuchs, Kastner, Wagner, Hawes, & Eber-

sole, 2002). 

×
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The inverse solution allows us to estimate the sources of activity that cause a pattern of elec-

tric potentials as observed in the EEG channels. These sources are modeled as dipoles or mul-

tipoles (Baillet, Mosher, & Leahy, 2001). The inverse problem arises from the infinite possi-

bilities of inner dipole which could produce the same scalp potential, i.e., there is no unique 

solution, and thus constraints are necessary. Spatial filtering, or beamforming, was used to 

attenuate electrical activity from some brain locations and pass activity from other positions 

using the linearly constrained minimum variance approach (LCMV, see Van Veen, van Dron-

gelen, Yuchtman, & Suzuki, 1997). Reconstructed signals were then reduced by deriving the 

coordinates of the locations corresponding to the parcels of interest, in this case the ACC and 

amygdala. Though there is evidence for separate representation in the brain of pleasant and 

unpleasant components in mixed odor samples (Grabenhorst, Rolls, Margot, da Silva, & Ve-

lazco, 2007), the amygdala and the ACC are known to discriminate valence and motivational 

value, respectively (Britton, Taylor, Sudheimer, & Liberzon, 2006; Janak & Tye, 2015). The 

chosen limbic structures were included in the AAL atlas used for parcelation and have been 

identified in MRI studies employing a comparable paradigm (Sabatinelli et al., 2009, 2013; 

Albert et al., 2012). Moreover, as previously discussed, structural connectivity between the 

STN and the ACC (Lambert et al., 2012) and the STN and the amygdala (Péron et al., 2016) 

have been reported. 

Since the exact coordinates of each structure varies across subjects, individual MRI were 

normalized to a template anatomical MRI in order to convert MNI coordinates into individual 

coordinates. A source model can then be derived for the particular locations in order to com-

pute the filters for the EEG data required to extract so-called virtual sensors for each structure 

of interest.  

 

Preprocessing of EEG signals was as follows. Continuous recordings were high-pass filtered 

at 0.1 Hz with (IIR) Butterworth filter of 4th order with forward and reverse passes, then 

epochs of [–0.75, 2.6] s relative to stimulus presentation were extracted. Cardiac and oculo-

motor artifacts were removed from EEG recordings by means of Independent Component 

Analysis as implemented in the Fieldtrip Toolbox. Visually identified bad trials were rejected. 
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Rejected bad channels were interpolated using the average of neighbors. Neighbor channels 

were identified through a triangulation method, which is based on a two-dimensional projec-

tion of the sensor position. EEG recordings were further downsampled to 256 Hz to ease 

computation. An average of 83 ± 25 trials were rejected per subject.. Epochs from recon-

structed signals were then baseline corrected using [-200, 0] ms relative to stimulus as a base-

line. Data was re-referenced to the common average. Unlike for the STN, the measurement 

windows were based only on the maximum absolute peak values ± 150 ms of the cross-con-

dition grand average waveforms for the reconstructed amygdala and ACC channels. 

2.8. Event-Related Potentials with Reconstructed Sources  

For each subject, condition, and reconstructed source, trials were time-locked averaged and 

amplitude and latency were quantified as for STN-LFPs. The measurement window of 194–

494 ms was derived from the cross-condition grand averages for the virtual amygdala and 

ACC sources, where the range consisting of minimum of the downward deflection ± 150 ms 

was chosen for ERP analysis (Fig. 3.7). 

 

For virtual amygdala and virtual ACC, three non-parametric 2 !  3 repeated-measures factori-

al analyses were performed on the amplitude and latency measures. To investigate dopamine 

and valence effects, mean parameter values (amplitude and latency) of the same measurement 

windows were used. Data was collapsed as for STN ERPs to carry out factorial analyses DOP 

!  VAL, SIDE !  VAL, and DD !  VAL, for each virtual brain structure. 

2.9. Power Analysis with Reconstructed Sources 

Power values was computed and statistically evaluated following the protocol used with 

STN-LFP data for the reconstructed amygdala and ACC channels. ROIs derived from permu-

tation method to be used for factorial analysis were ‘alpha’ (7–12 Hz, 50–300 ms) and ‘high 

beta’ (23–31 Hz, 400–750 ms) for the amygdala and ‘alpha’ (7–12 Hz, 50–300 ms) for ACC. 

×

× × ×
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2.10. Coherence with STN-LFPs and Reconstructed 

Sources 

Coherence was calculated for left STN-amygdala, left STN-ACC, right STN-amygdala, and 

right STN-ACC using Fieldtrip’s ft_connectivityanalysis function, which employs Fourier 

power and cross-spectra to compute the coherence at successive time bins, thus allowing for 

time localization. ROIs based on surviving clusters (p < .05) from a permutation test involv-

ing cross-condition averages for each subject were used, thus setting as ROIs ‘low beta’ (12–

17 Hz, 1800–2000 ms) and ‘high beta’ (20–27 Hz, 200–400 ms) for the amygdala and ‘alpha’ 

(7–11 Hz, 700–900 ms) and ’low beta’ (14–21 Hz, 1650–1850 ms) for ACC. Statistical eval-

uation was carried out as for inter-STN coupling. 
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3. Results 

3.1. Event-Related Potentials in the STN 

Based on 50% area latency, the first and second measurement windows were observed at 

mean (M) = .39 s, standard deviation (SD) = .04 s and M = .85 s, SD = .03 s, respectively. 

The corresponding signed area amplitudes before normalization were M = .10 µV s, SD = .06 

and M = -.06 µV s, SD = .02, respectively. None of the group level datasets for each compo-

nent and parameter passed Shapiro-Wilk normality tests (p < .05). For non-parametric repeat-

ed measures 2 !  3 factorial analyses, subject wue03 was excluded in the DOP !  VAL analy-

sis of variance since no recordings in the dopaminergic ON state could take place. Wue03 

was also excluded from SIDE !  VAL and DD !  VAL tests due to noise in left STN record-

ings. An alpha level of .05 was used for all statistical tests.  

 

The DOP !  VAL test yielded no significant effects on either amplitude or MW. The SIDE !  

VAL analysis of variance showed that the effect of valence (Figure 3.3) on the midpoint la-

tency within the second measurement window was significant (F(2, 24) = 4.46, p = .049), 

with post-hoc pairwise comparisons indicating that the latency of unpleasant stimuli (M = .87 

s, SD = .05) was longer than that of pleasant (M = .83 s, SD = .03, p = .049). Tukey correc-

tion was applied on all post hoc tests. Latencies for measurement window 1 were M = .38 s, 

SD = .04 s and M = .40 s, SD = .06 s for the right and left hemisphere, respectively. For mea-

surement window 2, right: M = .85 s, SD = .05; left: M = .85 s, SD = .03. The SIDE effect 

was not significant for the latency of the first (F(1, 24) = .16, p > .05) and second (F(1, 24) 

= .28 p > .05) components. This test did not yield any significant effects for amplitude of ei-

ther component or the latency of the first component (see tables A2 and A3 in Appendix for 

descriptive statistics of all condition combinations).  

 

Latency in the STN of the hemisphere with higher DD was shorter than in the hemisphere 

with lower DD for the first measurement window (M = .38 s, SD = .06 vs M = .40 s, SD = .

03, p > .05)  and for the second (M = .84 s, SD = .04 vs M = .86 s, SD = .04, p > .05), but not 

× ×

× ×

× ×
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a b

Fig. 3.1 | STN waveforms. a, b | Superpositions of time-locked cross-condition patient average 
waveforms for the left and right STN, respectively. c, d | Left vs right comparison of STN time-
locked average waveforms from subjects wue06 and wue09, respectively, displaying mirror-like 
time-courses. e, f | Same as a and b after ‘flipping’ waveforms across time axis to ensure first large 
deflection is up, i.e. positive. Despite smoothing, it is clear that wue03’s left STN recordings are 
highly noisy. t = 0 indicates stimulus presentation. Color figures can be found on the electronic ver-
sion of this thesis on OPUS (https://opus.bibliothek.uni-wuerzburg.de/home).

c d

e f
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significantly so. The DD and interaction effects on amplitude or latency were significant for 

neither measurement window per this test. 

 
3.2. Power Analysis in the STN 

Group permutation tests showed significant clusters (p < .05) for the cross-condition average 

power maps comparing post-onset activity against baseline activity. Subject wue03 was ex-

cluded from the left STN permutation test due to the abnormal oscillatory behavior of the 

subject's left STN recordings. A significant ERS cluster spanning the low and high beta bands 

(within about 13–25 Hz, 0–500 ms) in the right STN, whereas ERD clusters in the the low 

beta (within about 12–19 Hz, 400–800 ms) and high beta (within about 28–40 Hz, 900–1250 

ms) bands were obtained in the left STN permutation tests. Moreover, an ERD high beta clus-

!30

Fig. 3.2 | Normalized STN waveforms. a, 
b | Superpositions of area-normalized, 
cross-condition patient average waveforms 
after ‘flipping’ for the left and right STN, 
respectively. c | Mean (solid blue) ± stan-
dard deviation (transparent blue) of cross-
condition and cross-hemispheric patient 
waveform averages. Measurement win-
dows (labelled MW1 and MW2) are shown 
within dashed rectangles. Color figures can 
be found on the electronic version of this 
thesis on OPUS (https://opus.bibliothek.u-
ni-wuerzburg.de/home).

a b

c

    MW1	          MW2
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ter (within about 28–40 Hz, 800–1200 ms) was statistically significant when collapsing STN 

spectrograms across lateralities (Figure 3.4).  

None of the group level datasets for each measurement window and parameter passed 

Shapiro-Wilk normality tests (p < .05). As explained above, subject wue03 was excluded 

from analyses of variance. DOP !  VAL and DD !  VAL factorial analyses did not yield any 

significant effects. The SIDE !  VAL analysis of variance yielded a significant SIDE effect 

(F(1, 24) = 11.94, p = .026) for ‘high beta’ ERD (Figure 3.5). Subsequent post-hoc pairwise 

comparisons indicated stronger ‘high beta’ ERD in the left STN (Tuckey, p = .026). The VAL 

effect was not significant (F(2, 24) = .08, p > .05). 

3.3. STN-STN Coupling 

Group permutation tests showed significant clusters (p < .05) for the cross-condition average 

coherence map comparing post-onset activity against baseline activity. Subject wue03 was 

excluded from the STN permutation test due to the abnormal oscillatory behavior of the sub-

× ×

×
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Fig. 3.3 | STN-ERP and valence. a | Time-locked averages across medication states and hemispheres. 
The thick back covers the second measurement window. b | Box-plots for SIDE × VAL test on latency 
within measurement window 2. One star represents p < .05. Color figures can be found on the electronic 
version of this thesis on OPUS (https://opus.bibliothek.uni-wuerzburg.de/home).
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ject's left STN recordings. A significant cluster showing early alpha (7–14 Hz, 300–600 ms) 

event-related coupling was observed (Figure 3.6). 

None of the group level datasets for each measurement window and parameter passed 

Shapiro-Wilk normality tests (p < .05). The DOP !  VAL factorial analysis did not yield sig-

nificant DOP (F(1, 24) = .17, p > .05) or VAL (F(2, 24) = 1.42, p > .05) effects. 

×
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a

b

c

d

Fig. 3.4 | STN time-frequency analysis. a, b | Unthresholded z-maps obtained by subtract-
ing mean values of the permutation set from the mean of the cross-condition patient average 
power values and then dividing by the standard deviation values of the permutation set. The 
maps correspond to left (a) and right (b) STN activity. Significant clusters are highlighted 
within white dashed rectangles. c | Unthresholded z-map computed after collapsing across 
hemispheres. d | Baseline-corrected mean ± sd time-course of high beta (28–40 Hz) activity 
across patients. Time range (800–1200 ms) corresponding to ROI is highlighted within 



3.4. Event-Related Potentials in Reconstructed Sources 

The maximum absolute peaks for both sources were observed at M = .344 s, SD = .15. Thus, 

we analyzed the measurement window 194–494 ms for both reconstructed sources (Figure 

3.7). 50% fractional latencies for the reconstructed amygdala and ACC channels were M = .

34 s, SD = .04 s and M = .35 s, SD = .03 s, respectively. For non-parametric repeated mea-

sures 2 !  3 factorial analyses, subject wue03 was excluded in the DOP !  VAL analysis of 

variance since no recordings in the dopaminergic ON state could take place.  

 

None of the group level datasets for each measurement window and parameter passed 

Shapiro-Wilk normality tests (p < .05). The DOP !  VAL analysis of variance yielded a signif-

icant DOP effect for amygdala ERP latency (F(1, 24) = 8.59, p = .042) and subsequent post-

hoc tests showed that the latency in the medication OFF condition (M = .31 s, SD = .03 s) 

was significantly shorter than in the ON condition (M = .36 s, SD = .04 s) (Figure 3.8). The 

× ×
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Fig. 3.5 | Laterality effect on low beta ERD in STN. a | Display of average STN waveforms of 
both hemispheres (hard lines) and standard deviation (transparent coloring) highlighting measure-
ment window where a significant laterality effect was obtained. b | Box-plots representation of lat-
erality and valence statistics for low beta oscillations. Color figures can be found on the electronic 
version of this thesis on OPUS (https://opus.bibliothek.uni-wuerzburg.de/home).
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VAL (F(2, 24) = 8.59, p = .042) and DOP !  VAL interaction (F(2, 24) = 8.59, p = .042) ef-

fects were not significant.  

In addition, the SIDE !  VAL factorial analysis showed a significant SIDE effect for ACC 

signed area amplitude (F(1, 30) = 29.05, p = .006), with Tukey-corrected post-hoc tests (p = .

006) revealing larger mean area amplitude in the right virtual ACC (M = 1.01 µV s, SD = .81 

µV s) than in the left virtual ACC (M = .71 µV s, SD = .62 µV s) (Figure 3.8).  

 

The DD effect in the DD !  VAL analysis of variance was not significant for both sources and 

parameters. See tables A4 and A5 in Appendix for descriptive statistics of all condition com-

binations.  

3.5. Power Analysis for Reconstructed Sources 

Group permutation tests showed significant clusters (p < .05) for the cross-condition average 

power maps comparing post-onset activity against baseline activity. A significant ERS cluster 

spanning the ‘alpha’ and ‘beta’ bands (within about 7–23 Hz, 50–300 ms) and an ERD cluster 

in the ‘high beta’ band (within about 24–31 Hz, 400–700 ms) were obtained in the amygdala 

×

×

×
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Fig. 3.6 | Inter-hemispheric STN coherence. a | Unthresholded z-map obtained by subtracting 
mean values of the permutation set from the mean of the cross-condition patient average wavelet 
coherence values and then dividing by the standard deviation values of the permutation set. A sig-
nificant cluster is highlighted by a white dashed rectangle. b | Baseline-corrected mean ± standard 
deviation time-course of alpha (7–14 Hz) coherence across patients. Time range (300–600 ms) cor-
responding to ROI is highlighted within black dashed rectangle. Color figures can be found on the 
electronic version of this thesis on OPUS (https://opus.bibliothek.uni-wuerzburg.de/home).
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permutation test after collapsing across hemispheres. Moreover, an ERS ‘alpha’ cluster (with-

in about 7–12 Hz, 50–300 ms) was statistically significant when collapsing ACC spectro-

grams across sides. These clusters defined the ROI for subsequent analyses of variance (Fig-

ure 3.9).  

 

None of the group level datasets for each component and parameter passed Shapiro-Wilk 

normality tests (p < .05). The DOP !  VAL did not yield any significant effects for either 

structure. For laterality, factorial analysis showed ‘alpha-beta’ ERS in the amygdala (F(1, 30) 

= 6.7, p = .048) and ‘alpha’ ERS in the ACC (F(1, 30) = 11.22, p = .02) to be significantly 

higher in the right hemisphere.  

 

The DD and VAL effects in the DD !  VAL analysis of variance were not significant for both 

sources and all frequency bands. A significant DD !  VAL interaction for ‘alpha’ activity in 

the ACC (F(2,30) = 4.87, p = .033) was followed by non-significant post-hoc Wilcoxon 

signed-rank tests after a Holm correction (p > .05). 

×

×

×
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ACC Amygdala

Fig 3.7 | Waveforms of reconstructed sources. a, b | Mean (hard blue)  ± standard deviation 
(transparent blue) waveforms corresponding to ACC and amygdala, respectively. 

a b



3.6. STN-Reconstructed Sources Coherence 

Group permutation tests showed significant clusters (p < .05) for the cross-condition average 

power maps comparing post-onset activity against baseline activity. Subject wue03 was ex-

cluded for the above mentioned reasons. We saw a significant STN-virtual amygdala cou-

pling cluster spanning the ‘high beta’ band (within about 20–25 Hz, 200–400 ms) as well as a 

significant late STN-virtual amygdala coupling cluster in the ‘low beta’ band (within about 

12–17 Hz, 1800–2000 ms). We also obtained a significant STN-virtual ACC coupling cluster 

in the ‘alpha’ range (within about 7–11 Hz, 700–900 ms) and a significant uncoupling cluster 

in the ‘low beta’ range (within about 14–21 Hz, 1650–1850 ms). These clusters defined the 

!36

Fig. 3.8 | Dopamine and laterality effects in ERP analysis of reconstructed sources. 
a | Grand average amygdala waveforms in the OFF and ON medication states. c | Grand 
average ACC waveforms in left and right hemispheres. b, d | Box-plot displays of sta-
tistics corresponding to a and c, respectively.
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Fig. 3.9 | Laterality in time-frequency analysis of reconstructed sources. a, b | Unthresholded z-
maps of power values of the reconstructed amygdala (a) and ACC (b) signals. ROI based on signifi-
cant clusters are highlighted by white dashed rectangles. c, d | Mean (hard lines) ± standard devia-
tion (transparent coloring) waveforms from the right and left hemisphere, highlighting a trend (•) 
and a significant laterality effect (*). e, f | Box-plot display of statistics corresponding to c and d, 
respectively. Color figures can be found on the electronic version of this thesis on OPUS (https://
opus.bibliothek.uni-wuerzburg.de/home).
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ROI for subsequent analyses of variance (Figure 3.10). 

No significant effects for either structure were revealed by the DOP !  VAL, SIDE !  VAL, or 

the DD !  VAL analyses of variance. 
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Fig. 3.10 | Functional connectivity between the STN and reconstructed sources. a, b | Un-
thresholded z-maps of coherence values of the reconstructed amygdala (a) and ACC (b) signals. 
ROI based on the location of significant clusters are highlighted within white dashed rectangles. 



4. Discussion 

This study used ERP, power, and coherence analysis to assess the effect of dopaminergic 

medication state, stimulus valence, laterality, and striatal dopaminergic denervation on visuo-

affective processing in the STN in PD subjects. In addition, STN functional connectivity to 

the amygdala and the ACC during visuo-affective processing was estimated by means of 

source reconstruction. 

4.1. STN ERP Analysis 
 

Two measurement windows (250–650 ms and 750–1250 ms post-onset) were selected for 

ERP analysis based on prominent post-stimulus presentation deflections observed on the 

cross-condition grand average waveforms. The first measurement window overlaps with the 

only ERP reported in Buot et al., 2013 (onset: 168 ± 74 ms, maximum: 363 ± 125 ms; n = 13 

subjects for medication state OFF and n = 7 for ON). These discrepancies could be due to 

both studies relying on a small sample size, however Buot and colleagues averaged STN 

measurements from different depths along the dorsoventral axis, while the recordings in this 

thesis were obtained largely from dorsal STN regions, and thus the waveforms in Buot et al., 

2013 may be more representative of ventral (i.e., limbic) STN processing. Nevertheless, the 

ERP onset reported in Buot et al., 2013 appears rather premature, since it indicates some of 

their measured ERPs begin at 168 – (2 !  74) = 20 ms after stimulus onset, and thus their re-

sults may reflect differences in perceptual processing due to physical properties not con-

trolled for such as contrast (Keil et al., 2014). As for the source of the observed ERPs, Buot 

and colleagues report changes in amplitude and polarity reversal between recordings from 

adjacent channels arguing that this confirms the STN as the local source for the observed 

ERPs (Buot et al., 2013). Although our recordings do not allow for a comparison across the 

dorsoventral axis, mirror images of average waveforms across the time axis in both hemi-

spheres appear in line with the polarity reversal observed in Buot et al., 2013.  

 

Interestingly, both deflections are observable regardless of stimulus valence, including neu-
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tral, which suggests that either physical properties or higher-order properties may be repre-

sented in STN activity within those time periods. The presentation of an image could be pro-

cessed as an event that is potentially relevant for a decision, which is in line with the STN’s 

role in setting up decision thresholds (Cavanagh et al., 2011, Frank et al., 2015). Moreover, 

the observed ERPs may indicate that the presentation of an image elicits temporally distinct 

STN responses. Indeed, EEG studies in both PD patients and controls consistently report ear-

ly (Wieser et al., 2006) and late (Dietz et al., 2013) stimulus-evoked potentials in occipital 

and centroparietal cortical areas, respectively. Further, evidence from Huebl et al, 2014, who 

analysed event-related synchronization in the STN using a comparable paradigm, observed 

valence and arousal modulation of synchronous activity (alpha ERD during 1000–2000 ms 

and gamma ERS during 375–725 ms post onset) that is thought to represent different pro-

cesses (sensory information processing and arousal-dependent attention, respectively).  

 

The main finding from the ERP part of the analysis was the longer midpoint latency associat-

ed with threatening pictures compared to appetitive and neutral pictures in the DOP !  VAL 

and DD !  VAL analyses of variance. This contrasts with the “negativity bias” framework 

(Cacioppo, Bertson, & Gardner, 1999; Carretié, Martín-Loeches, Hinojosa, & Mercado, 

2001), according to which aversive information in the environment is rapidly processed by 

the amygdala in order to preferentially allocate attentional resources towards processing of 

threatening over appetitive or neutral stimuli. Although such framework predicts shorter la-

tency and higher amplitude for ERPs elicited by negative stimuli compared to positive or 

neutral, inconsistent results in the literature do not confirm this (Olofsson et al., 2008). In ad-

dition, there is consensus in ERP studies that stimulus valence does not modulate latency of a 

component as observed via scalp recordings (Olofsson et al., 2008). Two possible scenarios 

could explain the contradiction between the relative late latency of threatening stimuli report-

ed here and the “negativity bias” framework and the lack of evidence for valence-modulation 

of latency. If processing of aversive stimuli in the STN in parkinsonian patients is impaired, 

then an approximation to a comparison between physiological and pathological functioning 

of the basal ganglia is achievable by comparing ERPs in the medication ON and OFF states. 

Such an impairment may underlie the affected neural networks responsible for the blunted 

emotional reactivity observed in PD patients (Tessitore et al., 2002). Specifically, responses 

×
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obtained with BOLD fMRI were seen bilaterally in the amygdala upon presentation of emo-

tional face images in healthy controls but were absent in parkinsonian subjects in the hy-

podopaminergic state and partially restored in medication state ON (Tessitore et al., 2002). 

Thus, an impaired, amygdala-mediated, fast orienting of attention towards processing of neg-

ative stimuli could lead to the relative delay of the second ERP compared to appetitive and 

neutral stimuli. Though lack of a significant dopamine effect in the DOP !  VAL test is com-

patible with an insufficient amygdala activation even after dopamine repletion, the fact that 

this analysis of variance did not yield a significant valence effect suggests that the small sam-

ple size (n = 5) is to blame for the absence of an significant effect otherwise obtained in the 

other two analyses of variance (n = 6). Importantly, the notion of the amygdala as a nucleus 

specialized in aversive processing has been superseded by studies demonstrating left amyg-

dala activity evoked by pleasant faces (Fitzgerald, Angstadt, Jelsone, Nathan, & Phan, 2006), 

indicating a more general role for the primate amygdala, namely processing of salient social 

information (Adolphs, 2003). Therefore, amygdala impairment could in principle affect pro-

cessing of both pleasant and unpleasant stimuli. To overcome this impasse, replication studies 

with larger sample sizes probing the effect of dopamine should be conducted. If such an ef-

fect fails to prove significant, then the STN might be a brain region uniquely unbiased to-

wards negative stimuli, underlining a role for the STN and the basal ganglia at large in posi-

tive reinforcement learning. The shorter latency of appetitive images compared to neutral im-

ages of the first ERP of this study falls in line with this picture, even though early compo-

nents are associated with perceptual processing, and indeed, the DD !  VAL interaction effect 

being in the trend zone (F(2,30), p = .063) and the non-significant post-hoc pairwise compar-

isons (Holm, p > 0.05) cast doubt on such an interpretation.  

4.2. STN Power Analysis 
 

We investigated changes in neural synchrony as indexed by power magnitude to probe the 

effect of emotional pictures on STN oscillatory activity across all conditions, as well as under 

each individual valence and medication state conditions, collapsing recordings from both 

hemispheres as well as analyzing right and left STN separately. As we expected, picture pre-

sentation elicited a late desynchronization in the high beta band, however, the permutation 
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test also showed an early significant cluster for beta ERS in the right STN. Beta synchroniza-

tion has been interpreted as antikinetik (Brown, 2003), relevant for maintenance of the status 

quo (Engel & Fries, 2010), and as an immutability promoting rhythm (Brittain & Brown, 

2014). Moreover, high beta in the STN is known to be entrained by the motor cortex (Litvak 

et al., 2012). Hence, beta synchronization followed by desynchronization could reflect an ini-

tial response inhibition during sensory processing, followed by a mutability-promoting de-

synchronization wherein beta information channels become unsaturated and pathway segre-

gation is restored (Middleton & Strick, 2002; Pessiglione et al., 2005).  

The difference in significant clusters in the left and right STN cross-condition average per-

mutation tests suggests that STN limbic processing is lateralized, and the SIDE !  VAL analy-

sis of variance supported this conclusion. While only observed in the right STN permutation 

test, early theta and alpha ERS are consistent with previous studies (Huebl et al., 2014). The 

observed stronger high beta ERD in the left STN contradicts the lateralization effect found by 

Eitan and colleagues (2013), where stronger low beta ERD and in the right STN was elicited 

by emotive auditory stimuli (Eitan et al., 2013). However, our results concern high beta ERD 

and our signals were not recorded directly at the ventral STN, as were those by Eitan and col-

leagues. This could be explained by the fact that the more dorsal the site of recording, the 

likelier it is that the recordings will capture high beta cortically-entrained rhythms. STN theta 

ERS has been associated with high-conflict processing (Rappel et al., 2018), where theta 

rhythms entrain STN spiking activity to hinder impulsive decisions (Zavala et al., 2017). Al-

pha oscillations on the other hand are thought to index sensory information processing 

(Klimesch, Fellinger, & Freunberger, 2011), and specifically, STN activity in the dopaminer-

gic ON state has been observed to desynchronize in the alpha band more strongly upon pre-

sentation of pleasant than unpleasant images, with a reversed pattern in the OFF state (Huebl 

et al., 2014). Thus, late alpha ERD permits approach-related processing (Huebl et al., 2014) 

by inhibiting inappropriate or irrelevant neural mechanisms (Klimesch et al., 2011). This 

study only found significant early alpha ERS in the right STN, most likely involved in early 

sensory processing as observed cortically during comparable paradigms (for a review, see 

Güntekin & Başar, 2014). Late alpha ERD, though not significant, is observable on the 

thresholded z-map where cross-condition averages of both STN are collapsed, and thus the 
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disparity between this study and that by Huebl and colleagues (Huebl et al., 2014), is likely 

due to low statistical power. Overall, STN rhythmic activity comprises multiple processes 

segregated in the frequency domain which may enable the orientation of attention towards 

processing of salient stimuli in the environment.  

 
4.3. STN Coherence Analysis 
 

We investigated the question of bilateral basal ganglia networks by looking at the wavelet 

coherence between the left and right STN. Consistent with the majority of recent literature on 

inter-hemispheric STN coupling at rest or during a motor task (Darvas & Hebb, 2014; Kato et 

al., 2015; Talakoub et al., 2016; West et al., 2016), we found an increase in alpha coupling 

after stimulus presentation using the cross-condition average permutation test. In contrast, 

other studies have reported not alpha, but beta left-right STN coupling (de Solages et al., 

2010; Little et al., 2013; Hohlefeld et al., 2014). At any rate, this is the first time, to the best 

of our knowledge, that inter-STN coherence has been observed during an affective task. 

Moreover, left-right STN coupling was shown to be unmodulated by dopaminergic medica-

tion state or stimulus valence. Inconsistent results exist in the literature regarding dopamine 

modulation of inter-hemispheric STN functional connectivity (a significant dopamine effect 

was found in Little et al., 2013; Hohlefeld et al., 2014; but not in West et al., 2016).  

 

Two brain structures are connected either mono- or poly-synaptically. DBS stimulation of one 

nucleus has been shown to elicit activity in the contralateral STN (Walker et al., 2011; Brun 

et al., 2012), but there is no known direct anatomical connection between both STN in pri-

mates (Carpenter & Strominger, 1967; Carpenter, Carleton, Keller, & Conte, 1981) and the 

effects of stimulation occur at a longer latency than the phase lag reported in bilateral STN 

coherence (Little et al., 2103). Alternatively, the bilateral nuclei can be coupled by simultane-

ous entrainment through a common input from a third structure such as a cortical area via a 

corticostriatal or hyperdirect pathway (Little et al., 2013) or the thalamus (Talakoub et al, 

2016), the latter of which generates and modulates alpha rhythms (Schreckenberger et al., 

2004), projects afferents to the monkey STN via the centromedian-parafascicular complex of 
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the posterior thalamus (Parent & Hazrati, 1995), and has been shown to to be linked to the 

STN with structural and functional connectivity methods (Brunenberg et al., 2012). 

The functional role of interhemispheric STN coherence in the alpha band is unclear. Syn-

chrony between the nuclei could help coordinate the inhibition of irrelevant neural mecha-

nisms (Klimesch et al., 2011) bilaterally in order to direct attention towards behaviorally 

salient stimuli. In motor studies, alpha inter-STN coherence is interpreted as maintenance of 

the status quo or idling state (Talakoub et al., 2016). 

 
4.4. Analysis of Reconstructed Sources 

In order to investigate how dopamine, stimulus valence, laterality, and dopaminergic denerva-

tion modulate functional connectivity between the STN and limbic structures such as the 

amygdala and the ACC in PD patients during the presentation of emotional visual stimuli, 

coherence was computed and ROI were statistically evaluated with non-parametric analysis 

of variance. Moreover, in order to corroborate that the effects seen using coherence were mir-

rored by reconstructed local activity in the virtual channels, ERP and time-frequency analyses 

were performed on both the virtual amygdala and ACC channels. We found that emotional 

pictures elicited changes of middle (about 700–900 ms) and late (about 1650–1850 ms) laten-

cy in functional connectivity between the STN and the reconstructed ACC, where the first 

change, a coupling, was stronger in the left hemisphere, while the second change, an uncou-

pling, was of higher magnitude in the right hemisphere. Connectivity between the virtual 

amygdala and the STN was found to begin earlier (200–400 ms), though a later uncoupling 

(1800–2000 ms) in the ‘low beta’ range was observed too. Although dopaminergic medica-

tion state and laterality had an effect on local time-frequency and ERP analyses, these were 

not mirrored by the STN-virtual amygdala functional connectivity analysis.  

 

Long known for rapid processing of threatening stimuli thanks to subcortical circuits, the 

amygdala receives additional, though slower, cortical input, thus engaging in both rapid and 

reflexive processing and is sensitive to both aversive and appetitive cues (Hung et al., 2010). 
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An MEG source reconstruction ERP study using emotional faces found two peaks at ~100 ms 

and ~170 after stimulus presentation (Hung et al., 2010). Early high beta coupling with the 

STN (200–400 ms) would in this line follow the integration of both rapid subcortical process-

ing and cortical feedback in the amygdalae. In the motor domain, high beta coupling between 

then STN and premotor cortex is mainly driven by the cortex via the hyperdirect pathway 

(Litvak et al., 2011; Hirschmann et al., 2011). Thus amygdala afferents onto the STN might 

contribute early to STN beta synchrony, which has been interpreted a an immutability-pro-

moting rhythm (Brittain & Brown, 2014) that allows the brain more time to gather further 

information before the STN can desynchronize in the beta range and thus desaturate informa-

tion channels of the subthalamic-cortical fibers, which in turn may permit that a motor pro-

gram be effectuated, if behaviorally relevant.   

 

Emotional discrimination of visual stimuli at the amygdala has been reported to occur at a 

latency of 1 s shorter than at the extrastriate occipital cortex (and roughly 3 s after stimulus 

presentation) based on hemodynamic response amplitudes (Sabatinelli et al., 2009). However, 

a temporally more sensitive MEG study found early (130–170 ms) discrimination between 

unpleasant and neutral stimuli as indexed by peak amplitude of reconstructed amygdala trials 

(Dumas et al., 2013). Thus, it is surprising that we did not find a valence effect in connectivi-

ty, synchrony, or ERP analysis of the reconstructed amygdala LFP activity, since pictures 

were presented for 2 s. In terms of synchronization, higher alpha-beta synchrony (50–300 ms) 

in the right amygdala may correspond to ERP findings which associate the right amygdala 

with more rapid, coarsely tuned processing and the left amygdala with a finely-tuned, corti-

cal-feedback-dependent response (Hung et al., 2010; Hardee, Thompson, & Puce, 2008; 

Gläscher & Adolfs, 2003). We observed a dopamine effect on synchronization, where ‘alpha-

beta’ ERS was stronger in the ON state, consistent with PD literature documenting PD amyg-

dala activation closer to that of healthy controls after a levodopa challenge upon seeing fear-

ful stimuli (Tessitore et al., 2002). The unexpected lack of dopamine effect on ‘alpha’ ERS 

might indicate that a levodopa challenge may be insufficient to restore normal amygdala ac-

tivity in PD. Nevertheless, a dopamine effect with no significant interaction on ERP latency 

might shed light on how the spread of extraniagral pathology in PD alters emotional process-

ing. Compared to healthy controls, amygdalae in PD can undergo a loss of volume of ~20% 
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(~30% in corticomedial complex) and Lewy bodies can be found throughout its subcompo-

nent structures (Harding et al, 2002). Moreover, grey matter density is more reduced in the 

right hemisphere without further progression after mild PD stages (Li, Xing, Schwarz, & 

Auer, 2017). Thus, the shorter ERP latency in the OFF state may reflect a precipitated re-

sponse in the compromised amygdala, which may no longer efficiently discriminate between 

salient and non-salient stimuli (Yoshimura et al., 2005; Hrybouski et al., 2016). Finally, the 

fact that the experiments were always conducted in the same sequence (first in dopaminergic 

medication OFF, then in ON state) represents a limitation due to the possible ‘order effect’, 

where issues like fatigue and potentially discomfort from sitting might influence how atten-

tional resources are allocated to emotional processing.  

Among the various higher order cognitive functions performed by the ACC, determining the 

motivational relevance of a stimulus (Albert et al., 2012) may be a prerequisite computation 

before establishing ‘alpha’ STN-ACC functional connectivity. The prominence of relatively 

late (700–900 ms) ‘alpha’ coupling is difficult to interpret in the absence of conflict, but may 

reflect cortical entrainment of the STN for the purpose of blocking emotional motor respons-

es until the motivational relevance of the picture is computed. Early (50–300 ms) alpha ERS 

and higher ERP area amplitude (194–494 ms) in the right ACC would in turn reflect more 

schematic processing of simple emotions (Gainotti, 2012), potentially due to amygdalic-ACC 

connectivity, where bottom-up appraisal by the amygdala is followed by top-down conflict 

resolution, if there is any (Comte et al., 2016). Another interpretation of ACC activity elicited 

by emotional pictures comes from the studies showing ACC involvement in updating the in-

ternal model of the environment (Kolling, Behrens, Wittmann, & Rushworth, 2016), although 

whether the ACC distinguishes between the motivational value of real and represented (i.e. 

pictures of) aversive/appetitive cues remains to be investigated.  

 

In this study we reconstructed the activity of the amygdala in one ‘channel’, although the 

amygdaloid complex is composed of substructures such as the basolateral complex (BLA) 

and the central nucleus (CeA), which are in turn associated with distinct roles in affective 

processes (Janak & Tye, 2015). For instance, fear and appetitive conditioning by the amyg-

dala requires parallel and serial processing incorporating different circuits involving both the 
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BLA and CeA. Value representation (appetitive or aversive) of a given stimulus or action re-

quires the ability to update current value as a function of outcome value (computed within 

BLA, which contains valence-tuned neuronal populations, see Belova, Paton, Morrison, & 

Salzman, 2007 and Paton, Belova, Morrison, & Salzman, 2006 for evidence in primates) as 

well as information regarding motivational significance, as observed in CeA (Balleine & 

Killcross, 2006; Janak & Tye, 2015). In addition, though EEG measures are sensitive to elec-

trical sources in the cortex, sensitivity to structures such as the amygdala, buried down in the 

temporal lobe, is more limited than for the ACC (Keil et al., 2009). Likewise, the ACC is 

composed of a pregenual (pgACC) and a subgenual (sgACC) component, which in turn form 

separate parallel circuits with other structures, such as the amygdala (Marusak et al., 2016). 

The functional specialization of the ACC subcomponent connections with the amygdala is 

suggested by differential symptomatology associated with their disruption (Marusak et al., 

2016). Hence, although this study used a passive viewing task, either more granular recon-

struction methods or invasive electrode recordings as well as concomitant behavioral tasks 

are necessary to obtain a more detailed mechanistic view of how the value and motivational 

significance of emotional pictures are represented in the amygdaloid and ACC complexes.  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5. Concluding Remarks 

It is important to note that the results presented here represent emotional processing in the PD 

brain, and thus caution should be exercised in extrapolating these findings to the healthy 

brain. Indeed, even in the medication ON state (typically described as an approximation to 

the healthy physiological state), PD patients may experience impaired evaluation of risk and 

impulsive behaviors after receiving a levodopa challenge (Zhang et al., 2014). Furthermore, 

long-term dopaminergic therapy has been shown to induce changes in plasticity in the prima-

ry motor cortex as well as in connectivity between the dorsal premotor and the motor cortices 

(Suppa et al., 2010). Yet, a number of recent studies employing diffusion tensor imaging and 

fMRI techniques have also shown that DBS may have restorative effects on brain connectivi-

ty (van Hartevelt, 2014; Mueller et al., 2018). 

This study showed that stimulus valence, dopaminergic medication state, and laterality affect 

visuoaffective processing in the brain. It is important for survival that visual information with 

emotional content can be met with the appropriate approach or withdrawal response by relay-

ing coarse visual information to brain areas that can typify stimulus valence, which in turn 

should activate motor cortices to produce adaptive behavior. Evidence for the relation be-

tween emotion and motor processing comes from multiple studies which show that emotional 

priming (i.e., preconditioning brain processing by briefly presenting an emotional stimulus) 

modulates reaction time (for a meta-analysis, see Phaf, Mohr, Rotteveel, & Wicherts, 2014), 

voluntary motor response inhibition (Kalanthroff, Cohen, & Henik, 2013; Verbruggen & De 

Houwer, 2007), and force output (particularly with erotic stimuli, see Coombes, Gamble, 

Cauraugh, & Janelle, 2008). Indeed, Grèzes and colleagues (2014) demonstrated structural 

connectivity between the amygdala and multiple motor cortices (Grèzes, Valabrègue, 

Gholipour, Chevallier, 2014). The role of the STN in the context of affect processing could be 

akin to its functional role during motor processing. Cortical input onto the STN via the hy-

perdirect pathway is thought to mediate increases in STN synchrony, whose immutability 

promoting effects (Brittain & Brown, 2014) may allow time for enough information to be ac-

cumulated before the appropriate motor program is released. This has been exemplified by a 
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multimodal PPI study in HC where reward uncertainty was indexed by an increase in hemo-

dynamic response amplitude in the supplementary motor area (SMA) and the STN during a 

decision-making task (Frank et al., 2015). Furthermore, the STN is entrained in the theta 

range by the medial frontal cortex during conflict as shown using granger causality (Zavala et 

al., 2014). Thus, a picture emerges (Fig. X) where affective visual information coarsely pro-

cessed by the visual cortex is relayed via the dorsal stream to the frontal cortex and via the 

ventral stream to the amygdala, which in turn entrain the STN via the hyperdirect pathway 

and, in the case of the amygdala, via the striatum (Cho, Ernst, & Fudge, 2013; Seymour & 

Dolan, 2008) or possibly via a direct connection (Lambert et al., 2012; Péron et al., 2016) to 

inhibit competing emotional responses until the adequate response is selected by parallel BG 

processing along the direct and indirect pathways. Once the STN desynchronizes, the unin-

hibited GPi can send the chosen emotional motor program to the ventral anterior and ventral 
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Fig. 5.1 | Motor-affective information processing schematic. a | Representation of the place of the 
STN within limbic and motor circuits highlighting major cortical and subcortical anatomical con-
nections.
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lateral nuclei of the thalamus before reaching the premotor cortex.  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6. Future Directions 

The study presented in this thesis involved a passive picture viewing paradigm. The mere 

perception of affective stimuli is an important first step in mapping affect circuits in the brain, 

yet with this experimental setup one may not conclude that other brain functions such as 

emotional motor or autonomic responses are related to the patterns of synchrony and cou-

pling observed here. Thus more complex designs are necessary to further elucidate the role of 

the STN in processing emotional data within the context of behavioral responses and deci-

sion-making. For example, simultaneous intracranial STN and electrocortical recordings and 

tasks involving priming with emotional and non-emotional pictures during a GO/NOGO task 

in particular could afford the temporal resolution to reveal the differential implication of 

frontal cortices in behavioral inhibition as indexed by the evolution of cortico-STN functional 

connectivity.  

 

The quantification of oscillatory activity by means of measures of Fourier power has recently 

come under criticism since such measure tends to be falsely interpreted as indexing only 

rhythmic activity (Jones, 2016). In fact, the electrical signatures of the brain are composed of 

rhythmic and transient activity. The latter occurs irregularly (i.e. not rhythmically) at high 

amplitudes yet trials with transient activity can greatly distort the representation of oscillatory 

activity in grand average spectrograms (Jones, 2016). Lagged coherence has been proposed 

to quantify rhythmicity, interpreted as the degree of repeatability in successive time windows 

(Fransen, van Ede, & Maris, 2015). Lagged coherence is not confounded by amplitude and 

has been shown to better identify top-down attentional modulations cortical rhythms 

(Fransen, van Ede, & Maris, 2015). In addition, information-theoretical tools have been 

adapted for the analysis of dependence between sources of oscillatory activity. Mutual infor-

mation between two signals tells us how much bits of information are shared between them. 

Thus, mutual information could enable the identification of the cortical area most responsible 

for STN entrainment during complex sensory-cognitive tasks.  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Finally, it is worth noting that the downloading time of the ACTIVA PC+S® device (essen-

tially the same duration of the recording itself) will be significantly shortened with the devel-

opment of new stimulating devices with recording capabilities. This, together with increases 

in memory storage will enable shorter experiments that in turn may prevent a fatigue effect 

during the last recording sessions.  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Table A1 | Patient information.

Case Age (years)/Sex Disease 
duration 
(years)

Preoperative 
LEDD (mg)

Preoperative 
UPDRS OFF/

ON (score)

Postoperative 
LEDD (mg)

Postoperative 
UPDRS OFF 
(medication) 

and ON 
(stimulation) 

Striatal 
DD

wue03 63/m 18 2725 40/9 600 13 L < R

wue04 55/m 7 658 26/4 400 23 L < R

wue06 53/m 11 1133 47/12 180 9 L > R

wue07 62/m 10 650 43/24 220 19 L > R

wue09 56/m 19 1200 50/11 730 16 L < R

wue11 54/f 11 1300 55/4 460 9 L > R

STN Signed Area Amplitudes (µV s)

Measurement window 1 Measurement window 2

unpleasant neutral pleasant unpleasant neutral pleasant

OFF 1.08 (.046) 1.02 (.38) 1.11 (.41) 1.12 (.26) .99 (.40) 1.11 (.35)

ON .88 (.36) 1.08 (.56) .83 (.35) .70 (.32) 1.09 (.31) .99 (.04)

Right STN 1.00 (.20) 1.18 (.28)  0.82 (.32) .69 (.21) 1.04 (.35) 1.28 (.29)

Left STN 0.96 (.21) .92 (.11) 1.12 (.27) 1.13 (.38) 1.04 (.31) .82 (.22)

Most DD .99 (.25) .89 (.07) 1.12 (.29) 1.11 (.39) 1.02 (.31) .87 (.29)

Least DD .97 (.15) 1.21 (.26) .82 (.29) .71 (.24) 1.06 (.35) 1.23 (.30)

Table A2 | STN Signed Area Amplitudes. Mean values per condition combination, SD in parenthe-
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STN 50% Area Latencies (s)

Measurement window 1 Measurement window 2

unpleasant neutral pleasant unpleasant neutral pleasant

OFF .39 (.06) .39 (.05) .39 (.06) .86 (.06) .86 (.05) .84 (.03)

ON .39 (.03) .40 (.03) .39 (.03) .88 (.04) .83 (.02) .92 (.02)

Right STN .38 (.03) .38 (.05) .38 (.05) .87 (.06) .85 (.03) .82 (.04)

Left STN .40 (.07) .40 (.06) .40 (.07) .87 (.05) .85 (.03) .83 (.02)

Most DD .38 (.07) .38 (.07) .38 (.07) .86 (.05) .84 (.04) .82 (.03)

Least DD .40 (.03) .41 (.03) .40 (.03) .88 (.06) .86 (.02) .84 (.03)

Table A3 | STN 50% area latencies. Mean values per condition combination, SD in parentheses. 

Virtual Amygdala

Signed Area Amplitudes (µV s) 50% Area Latencies (s)

unpleasant neutral pleasant unpleasant neutral pleasant

OFF .99 (.71) 1.06 (.79) 1.07 (.85) .31 (.03) .31 (.03) .32 (.03)

ON .74 (.96) .64 (.85) .79 (1.11) .37 (.04) .38 (.03) .32 (.05)

Right .88 (.77) .97 (.73) 1.09 (.80) .33 (.03) .35 (.01) .32 (.05)

Left .68 (.47) .72 (.48) .61 (.65) .34 (.02) .34 (.02) .32 (.03)

Most DD .90 (.55) .96 (.66) 1.07 (.78) .34 (.03) .35 (.02) .32 (.04)

Least DD .67 (.70) .73 (.58) .63 (.69) .34 (.02) .34 (.02) .32 (.04)

Table A4 | Virtual amygdala ERP parameter values. 
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Virtual ACC

Signed Area Amplitudes (µV s) 50% Area Latencies (s)

unpleasant neutral pleasant unpleasant neutral pleasant

OFF .84 (.57) .81 (.49) .84 (.53) .35 (.02) .34 (.01) .35 (.02)

ON .91 (.91) .88 (1.08) .88 (1.13) .37 (.02) .37 (.05) .36 (.06)

Right .87 (.83) .86 (.85) .86 (.89) .35 (.03) .35 (.03) .34 (.04)

Left .63 (.61) .60 (.64) .61 (.70) .35 (.03) .34 (.04) .32 (.04)

Most DD .80 (.85) .79 (.85) .81 (.90) .35 (.03) .35 (.03) .34 (.04)

Least DD .70 (.61) .67 (.67) .66 (.71) .35 (.03) .34 (.03) .33 (.03)

Table A5 | Virtual ACC ERP parameters.
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